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THE PRESTAMP & STAMPLESS PERIOD
FRANK MANDEL, Editor
THE EXPRESS MAIL OF 1803-1804
VAN KOPPERSMITH

Literature Review
The best known express mail serv ice in the United States is the famou s Pony Expre ss

which carried letters from western Missouri to the gold fields of California in the early
I860s. Another, but earlier, express service from New Orleans and other southern citie s to
Washington, Philadelphi a, and New York was estab lished in 1836. The congressional act
authorizing this expre ss was signed by President Andrew Jackson on July 2, 18361

; it be
gan on November 15, was discontinued in 1839, and was revived for only six week s in
early 1845. Starnes' states that the earliest U.S. express mail service was from Mobile
(then in the Mississippi Territory) to Rhea Court House in Tennessee in 1814-1816. This
express was established as a result of the War of 1812. Petr i' reports another express ser
vice, also a result of this War, beginn ing a few years earlier, in 1812. Several northern
routes were covered, including Buffalo-Clevel and , Buffalo-Wash ington , D.C. , Utica 
Buffalo, Detroit-Chilli cothe, and Pittsburgh-Cleveland .

In another reference, Stets' repor ts the existence of express mail routes as early as
1807. Most of this information comes from the Letters Sent by the Postmaster General,
I 789-I 836.5 These early routes include Washington, D.C.-New Orleans and Cleveland
Detro it. Letters were carried by express on the first route from April I, 1807, until about
1810 , but the second lasted only through the winter of 1807-1808.

An even earlier expre ss mail service is the subject of this article. There are two brief
referenc es to this express mail route. The first is,

In September, 1803 , [William Charles Col e ] Cla iborne [Go vernor of Mississippi
Territory] was directed to establish an ex press line from Natchez to New Orleans; this
was to be the last link in the Natchez-N ash ville-Knoxvill e-Wash ington rou te which was
then already in operation:

This first reference was not fully apprecia ted by this writer until he learned about the
1803-1804 express while readi ng the Letters of the Postmaster Genera l [PMG] for another
project. The lett er books are journal s contai ning co pie s of all letter s writte n by the
Postmaster General [available as fifty rolls of microfilm , see footnote 5]. There may be an
even earlier express service remaining to be discovered in these letters as this writer was

Ijames W. Milgram, M .D., The Express Mail of 1836-1839 (Chicago, Illi nois: Co llectors Club
of Chicago, 1977 ), p. 26 .

20 . Edward Starnes , J r., "T he Express Mai l of 18 14- 181 6," The Am eri can Philat elis t,
September 1976, pp . 684-686.

3Pitt Petri , "Express Mail s of the War of 1812; First ' Pony Expresses ' in the U.S.A.," Postal
History Journal, March 1959, pp . 63-67. -

' Robert J. Ste ts, Postmasters & Postoffices of the United States 1782-1811 (Lake Oswego,
Oregon: LaPosta Pub lications, 1994), pp. 11-13.

"The letter books are journals containing copies of all of the lett er s written by the Postmaster
General. These letter books are available for purchase on microfilm from the National Archives as
Microcopy No. 60 I , Record Group 28 . There are 50 rolls covering 1789-1 836. The USPCS ow ns a
set of the microfi lm and wi ll loan rolls to interested members. There may be an earlier express to be
di scovered in the se letters as thi s writer was searching onl y for information on the Mi ssi ssippi
Territory.

"Leonard V. Huber and Clarence A. Wagner, The Great Mail (State Co llege , Pen nsylvania:
Th e Am eric an Phil atel ic Society, Inc. , 1949), p. 7.
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searching only for information on the Missis sippi Territory . Some of the se letters have
been pub lished by the U.S. government? as well as by various archi ves. The other refer
ence to this express is by Oakley in Volum e 2 of A Postal History of Mississippi. 8 In this
volume, man y letters from the PMG are tran scribed, generally with out comme nt. The onl y
letter referring to the express of 1803 -1 804 is one to Sam uel H. Smith on October 24 ,
1803, which is quoted below.

Historical Background
In 1762, late in th e Fr en ch and Indian War (whic h ende d disastrou sly for th e

Fr ench ), the " Is le of Orleans" and the Fr en ch co lony of Loui siana lyin g west of the
Mississippi River were ceded to Spain by the sec ret Treaty of Fontainebleau (made public
by Trea ty of Pari s, 1763). Mu ch later, in 1795 , the Spanis h gra nted to the U.S. the right of
deposit" at New Orleans by the Trea ty of San Loren zo, and New Orleans became an im
port ant outlet for U.S. produ cts. Th is right was revo ked for a short time in 1799- 1800 and
aga in in 1802-1803. Th ese acts "of arbitrary power again roused the indi gnation of the
wes tern people ...and losses of those engaged in the river trade we re ex tens ive, and
spread consterna tion through the Western States.'?" By the secret Treaty of San Ildefonso,
Spain retroceded the co lony of Loui siana back to France on October I, 1800. 11 Three years
of delay in the forma l transfer, the French refusing even to acknowledge the retrocession ,
the fear of losing New Orleans as a port, and uncertainty in the U.S. whether the cession
included Spanish West Florida (extending fro m Pen sacola to the Mississippi River) caused
great alarm in the US .

The American min ister to France, Robert R. Livingston , was instruc ted to negoti ate
in Paris to try to sec ure possession of either New Orleans or an area in West Florida. On
October 16, 1802, the Spanish , still in contro l, again suspended the right of dep osit at New
Orleans. President Th om as Jefferson sent James Monroe as additional plenipotenti ary to
help insure pro gress in the negotiations and Congress authorized an expenditure of up to
$ 10,000,000 for the purchase. At about this same time, Governor Claiborne was seeking
permission to make a coup de main on New Or leans. He had about 2,000 men in his mili 
tia and felt he could eas ily capture New Orleans from the Spani sh before the city was rein
forced by French troops. Meanw hile, Livingston also was urging President Jefferson in
this directi on and "even ins inuated, in his corres pondence with the French authorities, that
such a policy would be adopted.'' "

At this time, Napol eon had to contend with other prob lems of his own and, conse
quentl y, even before Monroe arrive d in Paris, he offered to sell all of Loui sian a. Th e U.S .
diplomats exceede d their instructi on s both in dollar amo unt and in tot al area, payin g

"Clarence Edwin Carter [compiler and editor of 26 vols.]; and John Porter Bloom [compiler
and editor of 2 vols.], The Territorial Papers of the United States (Washington, D.C.: United States
Government Printing Office, 1934-1962, 1969, 1975). These 28 volumes are a great source of infor
mation [and postmarks] for the postal historian. Unfortunately, the postmarks are not illustrated or
described, but only noted.

'Bruce C. Oakley, Jr., A Postal History ofMississippi, Vol. II (Bruce, Mississippi: The Author,
1980), p. 86. .

"The right of deposit allowed U.S. products to be landed and stored at New Orleans for trans
fer to other ships free from all duty or charge. Without the right of deposit, all goods had to be trans
ferred from boat to ship while still on the Mississippi River.

"John W. Monette, M.D., History of the Discovery and Settlement of the Valley of the
Mississippi (New York, New York: Harper & Brothers, 1846), two volumes, Vol. I, pp. 543-546.

"Major Amos Stoddard, Sketches, Historical and Descriptive, of Louisiana (Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania: Matthew Carey, 1812), pp. 70-71 and 132-133. These boundaries were unclear for
many years as a result of the language in both treaties.

12J.F.H. Claiborne, Mississippi as a Province, Territory and State, with Biographical Notices
of Eminent Citizens (Jackson, Mississippi: Power & Barksdale, 1880), p. 240.
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$ 15,00 0,0 00 for the vas t territ ory. On October 7, 1803, the Senate readily confirmed the
purchase ; on November 30, Spain for mally transferred the province back to Fra nce; and ,
France tran sferred the eno rmous area to the U.S . on December 20, 1803.

History of th e Post Road
Before the close of the eighteenth century, PMG Joseph Habersh am had agreed to

pay Ab ijah Hunt $2,400 per annu m for carrying the mail from Nas hv ille to Na tchez and
back once a mon th. T his co nt rac t was to begi n in Janu ar y 1800. 13 As an actual fac t,
Matthew Lyon received the contract fro m Nashville to McIntoshes, Mississipp i Terri tory
and Hunt had the co ntract only fro m McIntoshes to Natchez." Soon after the first post
road was es tablished, another "pos t road . . . [was] established fro m Na tchez to Loftus
Heights [Fort Adams] princ ipa lly with a view of facili tating the correspondence between
New Orlea ns & the United States .''" In order to accomplish th is, Hab ersham wro te to the
Chevalier D 'I rugo, Mi nister Plenipo tentiary for Spai n, on April 6, 180 1:

Your Excellency has probably observed that a considerable commercial inter
course subsists between Kentucky, Tennessee & New Orleans & that it would be con
siderably facilitated were there an interchange of letters through the public posts so as
to insure regularity to the correspondence. As a step toward this object, a post road was
established at the last session of Congress from Natchez to the boundary line on Loftus
Heights & it is contemplated to convey the mail there every two weeks after the first of
July next. Not being acquainted with the name of the proper officer in New Orleans to
be addressed on the above occasion, I have taken the liberty to request your advice in
that respect & also to be informed whether a public post is established from New
Orleans to any place near Loftus Height s where an exchange of mails could take
place."
There is evidence that Loftus Heights was used to exc hange mail between Spanish

New Orleans and the Uni ted States as early as Ju ly I , 180 1.17

Mail se rvice fro m Nashville to Natchez co ntinued to run every two weeks until
sho rtly af ter Spain revoked the righ t of deposit in New Orleans . As the res ult of that crisis ,
on Janu ary I , 1803, PM G Gideon Granger "ordered a weekly mail to ru n between
Nashville & Natchez at the rate of fifty miles a day . . ." At the same tim e, he "g reatly ac
ce lera ted the progress of the mail between Nas hv ille and this place [Washington, D.C.] af
ter the first day of Ap ri l nex t so tha t we shall be ab le to hear fro m eac h other in a little
more than half the tim e tha t was he retofore required,":" On at least two occasions, the
PM G se nt an ex press fro m Was hi ng to n, D.C., to overtake the reg ular mail carrier to
Na tchez. Both of these expresses carried dispatches which were "of first importance to the
Union and pa rt icularly to the Wes tern Country?" The second dispatch co ntai ned "among
other things .. . the order of the King of Spai n for opening the port of New Orleans.'?"

From Ordinary Post Road to Express Route
On Se ptember 27, 1803, PMG Granger wrote to Governor Claiborne, as fol
lows:

l3RolI 9, Volume E, May 8, I799-March 4, 1800, pp. 327, 347, 356-357 and 429.
'4Roll 10, Volume EE, March 3, 1800-August 6, 180 I, pp. 298-299, 311-312 and 468.
" lbid., pp. 312-313. PMG Habersham to John Steele, Esqr, Secre tary of the Mississ ippi

Territory, March 26, 1801. [As with all letters transcribed and quoted here, punctuation may have
been added, as well as spelling errors/anachronisms corrected.]

-iu«, p. 323.
l7Roll II , Volume F, August 7, 1801-January 25, 1803, p. 231.
I8 Roll 12, Volume FF, January 24, 1803-March 16, 1804, p. 37. PMG Granger to w.e.e.

Claiborne, Governor of the Mississippi Territory.
"lbid., p. 77. PMG Granger to PM Nashville, March II , 1803, and the exact same wording on

p. 137, PMG Granger to Robert Stothart [PM], Nashville, April 19, 1803.
»tu«, p. 137.
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The important arrangements which must soon be adopted by Congress in relation to
New Orleans and Louisiana render essential to the public service a rapid and regular
line of intelligence from this place to New Orleans. I have accordingly made arrange
ments for running an express mail to the Natchez for three months commencing on the
31st of Oct. next upon the plan herein enclose d. The President relies on you, sir, to
make provision for a line of expresses for the same period to run between Natchez and
New Orleans."
That same day, he also wrote to the postmasters at Nashvill e, Wyth e CH (VA),

Charlottesville and Knoxville. Possibly anticipating complaints, the PMG told the post
masters how to achieve his goal:

The negotiations which we are now carrying on respectin g New Orlean s and
Louisiana renders it necessary that the mail should be conveyed with all possible expe
dition between that and this city. Enclosed you have a copy of an arrangement which I
have made for that purpose to commence on the 1st of November, by which you will
observe that it is to be carr ied on this side Nashville at the rate of 100 miles in every 24
hours. This can doubtless be accomplished with regularity provided the mail does not
stop at night and the contractor has a horse stationed at every thirty miles distance so
that one horse need never travel farther than 30 miles at one time. I hope you will do
what is necessary to facilitate the expedition and should any accident happen to the
contractor or rider, provide expresses or otherwise as there may be occasion to prevent
a failure,' :"
Finally, he also wrote the postmaster at Natchez the same day:

The publ ic service requires the most promp t circ ulation of intellige nce from
hence to New Orleans. I enclosed copy of a new establishment to which you will attend
and also to such instructions as you may receive from Governo r Claiborne. I rely confi
dently on your most strenuous exertions to aid in effecting the proposed expedition and
can only say a trip must not be lost."
The schedule referenced in the above three letters shows mileage as follows:

Leave Washington every Monday 7pm
Arrive at Charlottesville 121 every Tuesday 7pm
Leave same same 8pm
Arrive at Wythe CH 203 Thursday 6pm
Leave same same 8pm
Arrive at Knoxville 193 Saturday 6pm
Leave same same 8pm
Arrive at Nashville 195 Monday 6pm
Leave same same 8pm
Arrive at Natchez 550 Tuesday 6pm
Return ing
Leave Natchez every Saturday 6pm
Arrive at Nashville 550 Sunday 6pm
Leave same same 8pm
Arrive at Knoxville 195 Tuesday 6pm
Leave same same 8pm
Arrive at Wythe CH 193 Thursday 6pm
Leave same same 8pm
Arrive at Charlottesville 203 Saturday 6pm
Leave same same 8pm
Arrive at Washington 121 Sunday 6pm24

Th e PMG wrote Benj amin Josl in , the new co ntractor between Nash vill e and
McIntoshes, the followin g day (September 28, 1803). Again, his letter includes instruc
tions to accomplish his goal.

»iu«, p. 233-234.
»tu«, p. 23 1.

»tu«. p. 234.
»tu«, p. 234-235 .
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The important negotiations which are now carryi ng on respecting New Orleans
render it indispensable that the mail should be carried between this city and that place
with all possible expedition. If you have a horse and rider stationed half way between
Nashville and Tennessee, another at Tennessee, another at McIntoshes, another at the
frontier house near Grindstone Ford and a horse at Natchez, you can carry the mail reg
ularly from Nashville to Natchez in eight days as follows

Leave Nashville every Monday at 8 o'clock afternoon
Deliver the mail at Natchez the next Tuesday week by
6 o' clock afternoo n in 8 days.
Returning
Leave Natchez every Saturday at 8 o'clock afternoon &
Arrive at Nashville the next Sunday week by 6 o'clock
afternoon.

I hope you will not fail to provide the necessary horses and riders to carry the
mail as above and to commence at Nashville on Monday the 7'" of November and
Natchez on Saturday the 29'" of October & continue until the first of February next. As
you may have occasion for money to procure horses, etc., I have enclosed my draft on
Abijah Hunt , late postmaster at Natchez, for 400 ds. Be so good as to answer this by the
next post.25

In a circu lar sent to all postmasters alo ng th e way fro m Washington, D .C ., to
Nashv ille , the PMG instructed " it will be essentia l ... th at your mail s should be made up ,
ready to put in the portmanteau , as soo n as the mail arrives, and that yo u sho uld dispatch it
as soon as po ssible , never deta ining it longer than ten minutes."?" Wythe CH in Virginia
was a di stributing post office and the postmaster had as many as 90 mails to make up in
one evening. So that the ex press mi ght not be del ayed , the PMG wro te a len gth y lett er to
George Ouvy, postmaster, ex plai ni ng in great det ail the easies t and quickest wa y to dis
tr ibute his mai ls.

. . . To save you trouble and the intermediate offices, we will have all the mails
addressed to Natchez, Nashville and the Mississippi Territory enclosed in a separate
bag. In respect to time, I do not see that we can extend it much ... [You should have]
three hours to make up the mail in, and it may be done by three persons, even if you
should have 90 mails to make up the same evening .. . The postmaster at Stanford who
distributes for Connecticut has but one hour to open and distribute the mails, and he has
about 35 mails to make up at one time .. . this he does without any assistance & within
the time. But he has everything prepared before the arrival of the mail in this manner.
He first enters the names of all the offices to which he regularly sends mails in his ac
count of letters sent. He then directs and dates a bill for every office placing them on a
long table in the same order that they are entered in his book. His paper for wrappers is
ready cut to the different sizes wanted and his twine wound on a roller. By this means
the business is half done before the arrival of the mail ... When your accounts arrive, I
will examine them and, perhaps, we may see some way of shortening the labor at your
office .. .27

The PMG co ns idered the successful arrival of the ex press on time so important that
he instruct ed the postmaster at Knoxville to

endeavor to deliver the mail at those offices [Gallatin, Cragfont & Blackburn
Springs] unless an instance should occur in which it would make a break in the regular
conveyance of the southern mail at Nashville. In which case you may pass those offices
without calling."
Ju st before the express began, PMG Granger mu st have received a letter of com

pla int from George H . Hynds of Knoxvill e . (Hy nds had the contrac t fo r ca rrying the mail
fro m Wythe CH to Knoxvill e. ) On October 24, 1803 , the PMG se nt two sho rt lett ers to
Hynds:

»tu«. p. 233.
-tu«. p. 264.

" Ibid., p. 267-268 .
»tua.. p. 290.
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Yours of the 141h is received and you have now enclo sed my check on the Bank of
the United States for one hundred and fifty dollars as a further advance on account of
the increased expedi tion of the mail."

Yours of the 141h is received . I have this day sent yo u one hundred and fifty do l
lars more. You will not only make the attempt to carry through the express arra nge
ment , but that attempt must be crowned with success," [The emphas is is in the origina l
letter.]
There appears to have been only one restriction and no additional charge for the ex

press mail service . On October 24, 1803, PMG Granger wro te to Samue l H. Smith at
Washington , D.C., to inform him of the service and of the restriction on newspapers. Note
the postsc ript.

A line of express is established from this office to the Natchez, to commence on
this day week [Monday) and to co ntinue three months from that time , during which pe
riod that ma il will clo se at 5 o 'clock pm and newspapers cannot be admitted into it un
less they are fully dried and clo sely packed .

NB It may be useful to give this a place in yo ur paper,"
As Smi th was the founder and editor of the National Intelligencer in Washington ,

D.C.,32Gideon Granger was making an attempt to get national publicity for this early ex
press serv ice, The Natchez Express Mail.

There is only one failure of the express ment ioned in the letter books. It was the first
arrival due in Washin gton, D.C., on November 6, 1803. The PMG dealt with it quick ly and
sternly. First, he wrote to several mail carriers on November 7:

The Natchez Express ma il due yesterday at 7pm has not from some unac co unt
able cause arr ived here this day at 1pm and I now dispatch the Natc hez ma il by an ex
pres s from this city with a view of meeting the pro per rider to save the trip . The busi
ness ca n and must be performed agreeable to your instructions - no co mmo n exc use can
j ustify a del inquency. You must invar iably leave the post office at the fixed hou r of your
instru ctions, whether the dependin g mail has arr ived or not. Th e several postm asters on
the route are expressly directed not to de tain you more that five minutes."
Th en , on the sa me day, he se nt a circ ular to the postmasters along the route in

Tennessee and Virginia:
It is with much regre t that I have to inform you that the Natc hez expres s mail due

yesterday at 7p m has not arrived this day at 1pm. Th is will be forwarded with the
Natc hez mail by an express from thi s city to meet the proper carrier. To preve nt an evi l
of this magnitude aga in recurring, I must request that you will invaria bly dispatch the
carrier from your office at the stipulated hour without wa iting for the arriva l of the de
pending mail; and at all times be prepared to forward by express such mail as fails in
arriving at your office at the proper period to meet the proper carrier. The expense will
be paid at this office as soo n as the account is presented . Th e mail must in no ins tance
be detained over five minutes at any post office except Wythe CH."

The End of the Natchez Express and the Beginning of the Federal Road
The express route betwee n Washington, D.C., and New Orleans was discontinued, as

planned, on February I , 1804 . The federa l New Orleans post office had been established
by Governor Claiborne by that date. The first mail from the pre-territorial New Orleans
post office was dispatched on February 14, 1804. Although expenses must have been high
for the Natchez Express durin g its three months of existence, the only actual charges men
tioned in the letters of the PMG are those of Ferdinand L. Claiborne (brother of Governor

»iu«. p. 277.
30/bid., p. 279.
»tu«. p. 278 .
32James Grant Wilso n an d John Fiske [edi tors], Appleton 's Cyclopaedia of Am erican

Biography (New York, New York: D. Ap pleton & Company, 1888), 6 volumes, Vol. 5, p. 574.
BRoil 12, Volume FF, Janu ary 24 , 1803-March 16, 1804, pp . 287-288.
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Figure 1. Earliest cover from the Natchez Express Mail of 1803-1804 . The next earlier
Bradford letter was carried outside the mails starting in late October 1803. The next fol
lowing Bradford letter was written Jan 24, 1804, and was postmarked in Ft. Adams on
Feb 1st. (Cover courtesy of James S. Leonardo.)

Figure 2. The second Natchez Express Mail cover. Cato West was the secretary of the
Mississippi Territory.
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Claiborne) for $666 .66.35 Ferdinand Claiborne carried the mail on the last segment of the
express from Natchez to New Orleans.

The post road between Natchez and Nashvi lle was known as the Natchez Trace , but
the greater part of the route, from Washington, D.C., to Nashville, was known as the Great
Valley Road." That these roads were neither the most direct route to New Orleans nor the
easiest to traverse was known before the 1803 express began . Perhap s the followin g letter
from PMG Granger to the Chairman of the Committee upon post roads, David Thomas, on
November 30, 1803, was partly respon sible for President Jeffer son granting permission to
study the establishment of a new post road from Washington, D.C., to New Orleans. This
new route would become known as "The Federal Road."

. . . I must through you communicate my ideas on the subject of establishing a
direct post road from this place to New Orleans. As New Orleans will unquestionably
be the place of deposit for the products of the western world, its connection with the
Atlantic capitals must be incalc ulably great and important. The road to and from thence
will become the great thoro ughfare of the United States. It is certainly an object of
prime importance to procure the nearest and most convenient route to that city. This can
only be done by avoidi ng the present road throu gh Ten nessee whic h passes the
Allegheny Mountains and establishing a route through Virginia, the back parts of North
and South Carolina into Georgia at or about the place called Jackson court house, and
from thence by a road to be in part purchased of the Indians, in a line as nearly direct as
the nature of the ground will admit to New Orleans. In order to accommodate the
Natche z, as well as the people living on the Tombigbee [River in present day Alabama]
and in the interior, it will be necessary to establish a cross road some where near the
latitude of the Natchez from the propo sed road to that place. By making provision for
these roads, when they are once prepared for the undersigned, the distance between this
place and New Orleans will be lessened near five hundred miles, the delay and embar
rassments that attend passing the mountain s avoided , and the states of South Carolin a
and Georgia, whose means of correspondence to and from New Orleans are so embar
rassed by the present establishment as to render them of little or no benefit, will be fur
nished with a regular line of intelligence .. .37

Express Mail Covers from the Route
At this time, there are only two covers known from the expre ss mail period (October

31, 1803 - January 31, 1804). The first example, shown in Figure 1, entered the mail at
Natchez and is from the David Bradford correspondence. Postmarked in man uscript at
Natchez on Nov 25, it is dateli ned "Bayou Sarah [Spanish West Florida, present day St.
Francisville, LA] Nov 12, 1803."

The second example is also postmarked in manuscrip t at Natchez on Jarr 21 [1804].
Although it is rated "25," it traveled only seven miles to Washington, Mississippi Territory.
The word "E rror" is in manuscript to the left of the "25" cent rate marking, as the proper
rate was eight cents. Strangely, this correct rate is not indicated on the cover and the "25"
marking is not crossed out. See Figure 2.

Perhaps some day, covers from Natchez, or even New Orleans, to points north such
as Philadelphia or Washingto n, D.C., will be discovered." D

-nu, p. 288.
»iu«, p. 430.
" Henry deLeon Southerland, Jr., and Jerry Elijah Brown, The Federal Road (Tusca loosa,

Alabama: The University of Alabam a Press, 1989), p. II .
37Roll 12, Volume FF, January 24, I803-March 16, 1804, pp. 332-333.
"T his writer acknowledges the contributions of several philatel ists, including Jam es S.

Leonardo , Frank Mandel , Dr. James W. Milgram, B.C. Oakley, Jr. and particularly Hubert C.
Skinner.
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U.S. CARRIERS & INDEPENDENT MAILS
STEVEN M . ROTH, Editor
ARE THERE REALLY BOGUS LOCALS?
© CALVET M. HAHN 1998

A problem that has haunted collectors and students of locals, carriers, expresses, etc.,
is how to define or classify what they collect. The catalogs have for years mixed together
the intra-city locals with the intercity independent mails and the express companies. More
recently even forwarders have been included by some writers on the subject. A second def
initional problem is between genuine items, counterfe its to deceive postal authorities, and
forge ries to bilk collectors. In this latte r cla ss are items termed "fa ntasies" or "bogus
posts," dreamed up by philatelic exploiters, as well as adhesives with a similar origin.
There are also the "re prints" made from original plates or stones.

Back in the mid-1970s, the late Herbert Bloch, dean of the experts in this country,
and I worked over a two week period to develop a series of definitions for the Scott cata
log that would fit all the mater ial they were listin g in thi s are a. Onl y part of these
definitions survive in the edited catalog today.

One basic problem is the use of the word "bogus" in an excess ive and undiscriminat
ing fashion all the way from the 1860s to the prese nt. For many the terms "fantasy" and
"bogus" are the same , while the word "cindere lla" is applied to stamp-like objects that
have nothing to do with handling the mails as well as to alleged ly imaginary labels of al
legedly imaginary posts.

The problem of what is bogus goes back to three of the first students in the field.
One of them is known as one of the first collectors in the field , S. Allen Taylor. Taylor be
gan in 1857 to collect the field systematically and is also the father of locals and carriers
scholarship, as Henry Abt told the Collectors Club of New York in a presentation in March
1953. Well known as one of the major villains in the field, Taylor is less well-known as its
first investigative student. Taylor was appare ntly drawn to collect the field at the age of
twenty by viewi ng the hold ing of John Appleto n Nutter, the IO-year old scion of a
Montreal banking family who had put together an early local collec tion. Both soon turned
to forgery, and both usually if not always had a genuine local behind the adhesives they
produced. Nutter soon quit but Taylor went on to generate a plethora of "just-as-good-as"
items over the next decades. All have been denounced as "bogus" locals, an incorrect des
ignation.

The second of the phi latelic "pa triarchs" of the locals and carriers was George
Hussey. A respect able banker, Hussey formed a bank messenger and local delivery ser
vice in 1854 when he was 42. Around 1860 he, together with his carr ier, James Brennan,
developed a sideline of selling stamps. With the flowering of philately, Hussey began to
make stamps of other locals in 1862, using plates and stones he had been able to acquire.
He had lithographic copies made by Thomas Wood, his printer, of those locals he couldn't
obtain either by buying remainders or acquiring the printing forms. Today, we don't know
what items attributed to Hussey may be remainders he bought or reprints from stones he
acquired. We have the Wood 's memorandum book of what Wood printed, but even that
has indications of genuine items reprint ed by him from plates received from Westcott, an
express company associated with Alvin Adams.

The third "patriarch" was another banker-J.P. Morgan's financial partner, Charle s
Coster. Coster began collecting stamps as a teenager in the mid-1860s and wrote the first
major work on the field in 1877, still a basic guide today. It was Coster's holding and
Coster 's assistance that enabled the 23-year-old J. Walter Scott to author his 1868-70 arti
cles identifying the characteristics of genuine locals. Coster was only fifteen at the time,
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but, unlike Scott , was well-situated financially to acquire a good holding in the field.
In August 1871, Coster authored a list of 220 locals and carriers, "omitting all bogus

manufacturers and colors which are not authentic." This list included the C&W Bridge,
International Letter Express, J.- H. Prince's steamboat local, Rodman's, Snow's, and
Winans locals. At this point he also had a holding of 1,200 forgeries which he placed on
exhibit at the office of William P. Brown .

In 1874, Coster began the serial publication of his history of U.S. local s. When this
work, now expanded, was published in book form in 1877, Coster was only 25. A more
complete, revised and updated version in French was publi shed by J. B. Moens in 1882,
for Scott had not given Coster the opportunity to edit and update the original English lan
guage book.

Coster had become part of the firm of Drexel, Morgan at the beginning of 1876 and
was crucial to the financial success of that firm over the next two decades both by his
"Costerization" or Morgani zation of railroad companies that put the firms on a sound basis
and his approach to industrial reorganization as seen in the creation of General Electric.
By 1878, Coster realized that his business career would prevent further philatelic work so
he sold his fabled collection in Paris. It became the core of the Ferrari locals and carriers
holding .

Coster did some minor philatelic writing in the locals area as late as 1881 and
planned to do more , but never did. His personal copy of his magnus opus had bound into it

correspondence about the work, including a letter from a deputy postmaster in 1891
suggesting an error in one of the entries. Boundwith the letter is a refutation of the crit
icism by Coster and other extensive notes.
The additional notes were reported by George Wheeler in his 1973 Prentice Hall

work, Pierpont Morgan and Friends. The corrections, emendations and additions do not
appear to have been examined by anyone in philatelic circles subsequently, for they are
not mentioned by his philatelic biographer, Dr. Herbert Trenchard, in his 1998 Penny Post
article on Coster. Consequently, we don 't know exactly the basis of Coster's conclusions
on bogus posts in his book or the modifications he planned to make in them .

A basic problem with the Coster work is the belief it is complete and definitive. For
the most part, subsequent students have blindly followed the 25-year old Coster 's lead. If
he condemned an item, it was bani shed from philatelic sight and frequently destroyed. His
working research notes have never been examined and reviewed. His key sources were
older dealers such as George Hussey, William P. Brown and S. Allen Taylor, most of
whom were not active when the original locals operated. We already know that a number
of Coster's judgments were wrong .

Reviews of over a dozen allegedly bogus locals show that in every case there was a
real operation behind each . The most important early producer of "bogus" material was S.
Allen Taylor. In Byways of Philately, an 1966 publication by Elliott Perry of H. Warren
Hale's studies, several allegedly "bogus" Montreal locals are discussed. First taken up is
Baldwin's locomotive express. This first surfaced in 1865 and was denounced by George
Stewart, Jr. on March I, 1866 in his Monthly Gazette . Ironically, it was Stewart who
showed the local was not bogus. He found that an H. Baldwin ran an express office on the
European and North American railway running out of St. John, New Brunswick. Although
Stewart denounced the adhesives as fakes, we don't know if Baldwin ever did issue an ex
press label or adhesive. If one did exist , it was probably destroyed at an early date .

A second Taylor-Nutter item discussed in Byways was Bancroft's City Express.
Here, young Nutter had a local adhesive printed up for Edward Bancroft, who was a fami
ly friend and owner of a genuine local , the City Express, a package delivery company at
43 Great St. James Street. Supposedly, Bancroft agreed and some of the profile portrait ad
hesives produced by Nutter are initialed "E.D.B.," whether by Nutter or Bancroft himself
has not been proven. Nutter also arranged that some stamps would be used on Bancroft's
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packages and at least one corresponde nt was able to obtain copies fro m Bancroft's office
although he reported the stamp "had been gotten up by a boy on a lark." Taylor forged the
Nutter essay.

Byways also refers to the "pse udo" labels of the Portland Express of Winslow & Co.
Sterling Dow, in his 1943 Maine Postal History, repo rts that on August 8, 1853 ads of
James N. Winslow's Ori ginal Portland Express had extended operations to Montreal over
the Atl anti c & St. Lawrence R.R. Th e operation , which had earlie r absorbed Bigelow's
Express, was merged along with Jerome & Co. into the Eastern Express Co. on May 1,
1857 while James Win slow became a U.S. steamboa t letter carrier March 25, 1861. The
allegedly "pseudo" lab el s are prob ably ge nuine ex press co mpany label s refl ect ing
Winslow's extension of opera tions into Mo ntreal.

One of the more infamous of Taylor produc tions, termed "bogus" by everyone down
through Elliott Perry, is the Ker local. It is known in three differen t forms-with feathers,
arms and port rait. When researched it turns out tha t there was a genuine Ker' s local locat
ed at 6 Old Slip, New York City. Further, this co mpa ny exis ted under three different for
mats of ownership, Firs t, it was operated by James Ker as Ker & Rowland Express, then it
was Andrew Ker 's Express , and finally, it was opera ted by Andrew and John Ker. All these
fro m the same New York location . Is it not co nceivable that one of the Ker family owners
went to Montreal briefly to set up a branch opera tion on that city's waterfront?

The Ker adhesive portrait has been allege d to be that of S. Allen Taylor by most au
thoriti es. Th e grounds for attribution seem flim sy. The port rait see ms to be of someo ne
older than Taylor was at the time, someone with a different set of facial hair. Actually, the
adhesive portrait is suffic iently vague it might just as easi ly have been attributed to Mr.
Floyd of the Floyd Chicago local.

Th ere definitely was a gen uine Ker local operatio n in New York and poss ibly it had
interc ity connec tions. Was there possibly a rare genuine Ker adhesive that Taylor copied
badl y?

Another alleged "bogus" local is the International Express local whose stamps were
reprinted by George Hussey. I have a broadside photocopy ad show ing E.T. Hubb ell as su
perintend ent in 1854, as well as an International Express label on a Danville, Pa. cover.
Further, the Hollowbush Transcripts report this company was merged into the well-known
Howard & Co. express opera tion on May 3 1, 1856 . This company was part of the Alvin
Adams gro up of companies . Thus, there was a genuine operation .

Even more intriguing is the note rega rding the International Express adhesive found
in the Wood Memorandum Book of the work Wood did fo r Hu ssey. This notes th at
Westcott & Co. were paid $2 .25 in connec tion with this adhesive. Westcott was another
Adams company.

Th e origin al Westcott operati on was a baggage express ca lle d th e Manhattan
Express, founded in 1851 by Rob ert F. Westcott. He later joined with A.S. Dodd. By 1858,
the company operated the most ex tensive baggage del iver y operation in America . By
1853, the activity opera ted out of the new Adams Express building, built exclusively for
Adams' opera tions . Later it operated from the office s of the Adams agent, Edward s,
Sanford & Co.

Th ere is a Westcott adhes ive label on a Brooklyn cover carr ied by the company. The
Westcott operation was another of the numerous Alvin Adams front s used to control the
express and local delivery business. It is not unlikely that either Westcott or Dodd operated
the City Express Post local for Adams as well. Th e 1856 merger of the Penn sylvan ia
Int ernational Ex press into Howard & Co. suggests that opera tio n was also part of the
Adams famil y. In eith er case, there was a genuine operation, with ge nuine labels, behind
this allegedl y "bog us" local as I reported in my Collectors Club Philatelist serie s on "The
Incun abul a of Phil atelic Literature on Locals and Carriers" (May 1993-April 1994). It is
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not unlike ly that Hussey received the origina l International Express plate from Westcott
and reprinted from it.

Another of Hussey's allegedly "bogus" loca ls is the Hourly Express. In his French
edition of 1882, Coster reported,

Tradition tells us that this post was formed in 1858, and existed for about three weeks,
which latter circumstance may account for the fact that no authentic specimens are
known. Reprints (or rather what are supposed to be reprints) are common. . ..
The Hussey reprints were produced June 22, 1866 when 1,000 were printed by

Wood. They are among the last items in the Memorandum Book. By the time Coster was
revising his 1877 work for the 1882 French edition, George Hussey, one of his sources,
was no longer alive and could not be interviewed. However, it seems likely that Hussey
obtained an original plate which he had Wood use to print from . A three week operation
would leave few authentic adhesives on cover, but could well leave a plate for the subse
quent Hussey reprints.

Another often condemned "bogus" post is that of Page & Keyes of Boston, whose
adhesives are known to be an S. Allen Taylor production. Even Elliott Perry condemned
this local in his April 1945 Pat Paragraphs. Perry had a change of mind, for when two
stampless Page & Keyes handstamped covers came onto the market he split them with me.
He had no question about their authenticity. With a genuine operation, did this company
also issue adhesives that were mimicked by S. Allen Taylor? Again, we just don 't know.
The adhesives we do know are Taylor productions, but was there a genuine adhesive as
well?

The allegedly "bogus" Turner local adhesive is another instance where there is a core
of a genuine operation behind it. These adhesives have been attributed to Walter Ginitt y
and placed as a bogu s Baltimore operation. However, they may have been based on one of
the four genuine local operations with the Turner name. One of these used handstamp s at
both St. John , N.B. and Boston, Mass. in 1860, three had offices in New York, while one
was known as part of the Adams operation in New London, Ct. As the possessor of several
genuine Turner covers , I am somewhat aggrieved by the "bogus" attribution given every
thing with the Turner name.

While all the allegedly "bogus" locals have not been researc hed, the selection above
indicates that real operations lie behind most of them. One that is more dubious is the 5¢
Utah Mormon local. It was first recorded in the Eng lish Stamp Collectors Review in May
1864. The story was picked up by the semi-official U.S. Mail and Post Office Assistant the
following month. According to the story, the stamp was authorize d by Brigham Young on
April 4, 1852 for the purpose of prepaying letters within Utah Territory and was in use un
til May 1853. It was stopped when Young despatched bags of letters bearing the adhesive
to England as part of the "ca ll-in" of Mormons living abroad. Several thousand letters
were bagged and got as far as Washingto n on their way to the British steamers in New
York. The bags were stopped after being opened by postal employees and Young had to
pay about $3,000 in postage.

The 5¢ stamp would have fit the U.S. portion of the British treaty rate as well as
whatever internal Utah purpose was deemed appropriate by Utah authorities. It should be
noted that U.S. troops had been stationed in Salt Lake City in the winter of 1854-55 , again
in 1857-58 and in 1862, so that there was hostility between the Mormon leaders and the
governmen t.

There are three allegedly "bogus" Mormon stamps . The most common is a product
of S. Allen Taylor's manufacture and features a portrait inside an octagonal format. The
face looks more like a young Prince Albert than Brigham Young. The other two items are
rare. One is a Murr 's Express, Utah adhesive with a 3¢ rate. This stamp was first chroni
cled after 1900 but is believed to have been produced prior to 1875. Richard Frajola, who
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has exhibited the Sloane "bogus" reference collect ion, reports that less than three copies
have been recorded. It is possible that it represe nts a genuine express company operation
in Utah. No work has been done to research this possibility to my knowledge.

The other rarity is known as a unique 5¢ black on yellow adhesive with an encircled
portrait that is quite close to pictures of Brigham Young, the Mormon leader. If there is a
genuine stamp behind the 1864 story this would be the adhes ive of choice.

The 1864 story makes litt le sense , inasmuch as there were some twen ty Federal
postoffices operating in Utah between 1852 and 1853, so it would be unlikely for a non
Federal adhesive to be used durin g the period. Further, Salt Lake City had been making
Federal postal returns since June of 1850 and earlier stampless covers are known from
there. Conversely, Young might have created a 5¢ adhesive when he organized the State of
Deseret in 1849 intendin g it to be independent. In the "Sloane's Column" of October 31,
1936, George P. Sloane reported that a collector contacted Young in 1864 about a Mormon
stamp and that Young stated he had never issued nor ever thought of issuing a postage
stamp.

The Young denial , if accurate, should have finished any speculation about a Mormon
stamp. However, it must be remembered the time was one of very strong political feelings
in the U.S. and the Mormons were seen as possible Confederate sympathizers. The date of
inquiry was ju st about the time of General Early's raid on Washington, D.C. that panicked
the North and resulted in the peak rate of "depreciated currency" covers. It would have
been treaso n or near-treason for Young to have admitt ed setting up his own postal system.
Too, he may well have forgotten a minor event of sixteen years before. Similar forgetful
ness has been recorded in the case of postmaster provisionals and the Confederate postal
officia ls.

Turning from "bogus" locals where the evidence seems to support the existence of a
genuine operation behind most, to "bogus" stamps, it is valid and easy to conclude those
traced to certain of the infamous producers of forgeries (Taylor, Scott, etc.) are fake. But
what about reprints from genuine plates or stones by men such as Hussey?

Some of the allegedly "bogus" adhesives are suffic iently close to known genuine
items that they might represent different positions on a stone or plate, particularly if they
are rare. We don 't yet know enough to conclusively condemn some items. It is necessary
to plate the genuine items and show the fake doesn 't plate or to establi sh that the fake
comes from the place of a known forger and that the plate is not one used by the forger for
reprint s but one that was wholly made up. For some locals this has been done. For many
others, where the allegedly "bogus" item is rare and the genuine is unplated, it seems nec
essa ry to suspend judgment until more research has been done . Unfortunately, this type of
research is not a well-e stabli shed tradition in the locals and carriers field , and there has
been an all too prevelant historic tradition of destroying an item not endorsed by prevailing
authorities such as Coster. 0
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S.C.R.A.P.
MICHAEL J . BROWN, Editor
United States Postmaster 's Provisionals have long held a certain beguil ing appeal
for philatelists. All Scott-recognized U.S. Postmaster 's Provisionals carry substantial
premiums on cover. As interes t in postal history rose, particularly in the last half of the
twentieth century, fakers applied their art to this arena, also. Like that of most spurious
efforts, the faker 's tempt ation with provisional issues is nothing less than collector de
mand. Relat ively low valued stampless covers provide the raw materi al. That some
may be unlikely to stand up to anything but a cursory examination is probably beside
the point. The faker creates them to fool the unwary and those eager to snap up a
"great deal." We will see such an example in the followin g excerpt from a monograph
written by Patricia Stilwell Walker and reviewed by Van Koppersmith.

10 CENT 1845 BALTIMORE POSTMASTER'S PROVISIONAL

(S.C.R.A.P. Number 81-022-00)

DESCRIPTION: A folded letter sheet franked by a handstamp similar in design
to a single 1845 issue 10 cent black on bluish Baltimore Postma ster 's Provi sion al,
postmarked with a blue Balt imore cds and a blue PAID handstamp, also with a blue
manuscript 10 marking, addressed to Hagerstown, MD.

o

.A~ 0.t. ,.,~((v1cV't r-..,.

J~Cenls.

4 ·.. ·-.,.

Figure 1. A faked James M. Buchanan/10 cents Postmaster's Provisional usage created
from a genuine stampless cover. IS.C.R.A.P. Number 81-022-00)

APPARENT USAGE: Fully prepaid , double rate 5¢ per half ounce letter travel
ing less than 300 miles under dome stic letter rates established July I, 1845.

ANALYSIS : This folded letter sheet is addressed to Elie Beatty in Hagerstown,
MD and is part of the Hagerstown Bank "find," a very prolific correspondence, readily
available in the philatelic market. Inside the letter is a manuscript dateline: Balte Dec
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Sth 1841. The Baltim ore Postmaster's Provisional adhesive stamps and handstamped
postal stationery envelopes were not issued until July 1845, more than three years af
ter this folded letter was mailed . Furthermore, James M. Buchanan did not become
postmaster of Baltimore until April 17, 1845, and was no t postmaster during 1841 or
any time prior to 1845.

The cover is handstamped with the blue BALTIMORE Md/DEC 9 cds and blue
PAID markings typical of an 1841 period letter from Baltimore; the markings are gen
uine. In addition, the blue manuscript lO is the correc t rate for a single letter traveling
from 31 to 80 miles according to the official rate schedule established in 181611 825
and valid until July 1, 1845.

The stamp design of the 10 cent Buchanan adhesive stamps (Scott 3X2 and 3X4)
has the "James M. Buch anan" signature in a rectangular box, the dimensions of which
are approximately 52mm x 11mm. The stamps were printed from a plate of 12 (2 x 6)
containing nine 5 cen t stamps and three 10 cent stamps. The handstamped 10 cent
postal stationery envelopes (Sco tt 3XU3 and 3XU4), also issued in 1845, consist of a
design that includes a handstamped signature (but not in a box), a handstamped PAID,
and a handstamped numeral in oval, all applied separately. The unboxed handstamped
signature is only known on postal stationery envelopes.

The bogus handstamp on this folded letter is similar to the design of the stamps
(3X2 and 3X4) , not of the postal stationery envelope (3XU3). The dimensions of its
recta ngular box are approximately 51mm x 16mm. No generic Buchanan handstamp
with the signature of James M. Buchanan and a postal value within a rectangular box
(i.e ., similar to the adhesive stamp) is known.

In 1946 the Baltimore Philatelic Society produced souvenir sheets which includ
ed repl icas of the Buchanan 5 cent and 10 cent adhesive stamps. These might be the
source of the faked handstamp on this folded letter sheet. The frame lines of each
stamp on the souvenir shee t were a rec tangle; however, on the original Buchanan
stamps, the frame lines were crossed lines. (Although unconfirmed, it is rumored that
the plates to produce the souvenir sheets may still exist.) The handstamp on this cover
is very similar to the design used for the 10 cent stamp in the souvenir sheet, except
that the dimensions of the frame differ, the design of the souvenir sheet frame being
2mm shorter. It should be noted that the exac t measurements of the original stamps are
not consistent from stamp to stamp becau se of the different papers used. Even from
the same plate position, the frame size of a genuine stamp can vary by as much as a
millimeter in length .

CONCLUSION: This folded letter was origi nally a genuine 1841 stampless cov
er to which was adde d a bogu s handstamp si mila r in desi gn to the Baltimore
Postmaster's Provisional adhesive stamps of 1845 . D
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THE 1851-61 PERIOD
HUBERT C. SKINNER, Editor
THE UNITED STATES-BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
CROSS-BORDER MAILS: THEIR UNIQUE ASPECTS, PECULIARITIES AND

MARKINGS, INCLUDING CANCELS DESIGNED TO KILL POSTMARKS
HUBERT C. SKINNER

(Continued frrom Chronicle 179:19 1)

II. Obliterators Designed to Kill Postmarks
The earliest obliteratin g device intended to cancel adhesive postage stamps and to

prevent their re-u se, the red Maltese cross whic h was struck on the Penny Black , the
world's first adhesive issue, was designed and used in Great Britain in 1840. In the United
States, the earliest obliterators for adhesives date to 1842 et seq. (see Chronicle 167:171
178; 168:241-245 ; 169:27-28 ; and 170:85-88) . These handstamped obliterators replaced
penstrokes and handstamped townmarkings used initially to cancel early adhesives.

Very little has been written previously about cancelling devices designed and intend
ed to obliterate postmarks such as handstamped paids and rates. Some of these consist of
closely spaced diago nal bars or conce ntric circles which when carefully struck over the
previous postmarks render them virtually unreadable, thus functioning as extremely effec
tive "killers". Several such devices were used at United State s and Canadian exchan ge of
fices to obliterate paid markings on "paid to the Lines" letters originating across the border
and prepaid to the lines (see Figure 7).

Early on (largely before 1850), the manuscript or handstamped paids on many "paid
to the Lines" letters were marked out with single penstrokes- straight, wavy or in the form
of a series of loops (see Figure 8). The necessity of "converting" paid letters to unpaid let
ters at the exchange offices achieved added impetus after 16 November 1847 when
Canadian postmasters could no longer collect the United States portion of the postage and,
thus, all letters, incomin g and outgoing, had to be prepaid to the lines. Handstamped oblit
erators used to cancel postmark s are noted on cross-border letters as ear ly as mid-January
1849, several month s before prepayment became optional once again (14 May 1849). The

PA.f./}
•
•Figure 7. Examples of the canceling devices designed to cancel and obliterate postmarks.

At t he left is a 7x30 mm rectangle of slanting bars crafted to f it neatly over the straight
line PAlOs (Roma n or Ita lic) commonly applied to covers of this period and beneath it is
shown one of the Canadian Italic PAlOs; next, a similar but smaller bar grid used to cover
and cancel the PAID in the upper part of a Canadian crown circle; next, two circular tar
gets formed of closely spaced concentric circles and intended to obliterate cir cular rate
marks such as the "PAID/50" in circle shown at the right which is effectively obscured
by an overstruck circular target.
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Figure 8. A double-weight folded letter from Montreal to NYC, endorsed "Paid to the
Lines" and struck with the well-known Montreal "tombstone" postmark in red dated
"SP 9/1847"; the "PAID" in the upper portion marked out with looped blue penstrokes
matching the manuscript "20," indicating 20¢ U.S . postage due on a double rate letter.
The manuscript "9" represents the Canadian portion of the postage for a double letter
(which was charged to "Box 98"). Evidently, the letter was transported in a closed mail
bag from Montreal to NYC as it was marked and rated at New York City.

\ ..

c p

Figure 9. A single-weight folded letter from Montreal to NYC, endorsed "Paid to Lines"
and struck with the double-arc Montreal postmark in red dated "JA 18/1849"; the hand
stamped Italic "PAID" in red and the manuscript "Paid" in the endorsement are over
struck with the 7x30 mm slanting bar grid which fully obscures the handstamped mark
ing . The boxed "10" in red represents the U.S. postage due on delivery and the
manuscript "4'/2" represents the prepaid Canadian postage. The letter was exchanged at

Highgate, Vermont, on "JAN 20" [18491.



Figure 10. A single-weight folded letter from Quebec City to "Cuttings Ville," Vermont. It
bears the double-arc "QUEBEC/AP 18/1850/L.C." postmark and the
"PAID/AT/QUEBEC.L.C." crown circle. The "PAID" in the upper part of the crown circle is
obliterated with a slanting bar grid in black; all other markings are struck in red . The pre
paid Canadian postage was "11'/2" pence [Currency] for a distance between 200 and 300
miles; it has a "MONTREAL/AP 20/1850/L.C." transit marking in red on the reverse side.
The letter was exchanged at "HIGHGATE/APR/23/Vt." and rated with a boxed "5" for
the U.S. postage due.

Fi~ure 11. A double weight folded letter from St. Thomas, U.C., to NVC. It is postmarked
"5, THOMAS/FE 26/1853/U.C." and at first was rated incorrectly with the "PAID/6D" cir
cular handstamp [= 10¢ U.S.] struck in red. This circular rate handstamp was obliterated
with the closely spaced circular target killer overstruck in black, effectively obscuring the
erroneous rate; all other Canadian markings are in red. It was then re-rated as a double
weight letter using the straight-line "CANADA/PAID 10 Cts" handstamp altered to "20
Cts" in red crayon, thereby correcting the rate. The letter was exchanged and post
marked in blue at "SUSPENSION BRIDGE/N.V." on "1 MAR [1853]" and forwarded to
0.5. Kennedy in New Vork.



Figure 12. A cover enclosing a letter from Prescott, U.C., to the U.S.; all markings are
struck in black. It is postmarked "PRESCOTT/MR 30/1853/U.C." and at first was rated in 
correctly at three pence [duel. The error was corrected with a closely spaced target killer
and re-rated correctly as "CANADA 10 Cts." It was exchanged at Ogdensburgh, N.Y., on
" APR/ 2" and delivered to a railroad contractor in Springfield, Massachusetts.

Figure 13. A cover originally enclosing a letter from Huntington, Vt., to Canada East; all
U.S. markings are struck in black. It was postmarked on "JUN/5 [18551" at "HUNTING
TON/VT." and at first was rated in error at "PAID/3" with a circular handstamp which
was canceled with a five-bar diagonal killer and replaced with "PAID" and "10" in circle
handstamps representing the corrected rate. The cover was exchanged at St. John's,
L.C., on "JU 6 [18551" and backstamped with the transit markings of Dunham, C.E., on
"JU 08/1855" and Frelighsburg, C.E., on its way to "St Aranond/Canady East" [pop. 501.
The ribbon-like country-of-origin marking struck in blood red at upper left center is one
of the most attractive and sought after of the many varieties of "U. STATES" origin
markings.



need for postmark killers diminished greatly on 6 April 1851 when the uniform combined
rate (paid through) was adopted by the two countries . After this date, most examples noted
of cross-border letters with obliterated rate markings or postmarks are incorrect rates or
postmarks which are canceled and replaced with the prop er rates or postmarks.

Other examples of obliterated postmarks
There are examples of postmarks which have been canceled or obliterated on letters

from the domestic mails and the foreign mail s, as well as those described here on cross
border covers. Many of these were done for the simple purp ose of correcting an error
made in rating or directing a letter. Others may result from curious circumstances, each of
which represents an individual or even unique purpose. This writer intends to describe and
illustrate such examples in a future article . If any reader has an interesting example to sub
mit, we would very much welcome a photocopy of the item with any relevant description
which can be provided.

Selected References
Boggs, Winthrop S ., The Postage Stamps an d Postal Hi st ory of Canada: A

Handbook f or Philatelists (Kalamazoo, Michigan: Chambers Publ ishing Company, 1945).
2 vols. [I, xxxv i + 761 pp. , illus.; II, xv + 330 pp., illus.]

Lowe, Robson , The Encyclopaedia of British Empire Postage Stamps; 1639-1952,
Vol. V, The Empire in North America (London: Robson Lowe Ltd., 1973). [xvi + 760 pp.,
illus.]

McDonald, Susan M. , "Mails to British North America," pp. 308-320, in Thomas J.
Alexander, Simpson 's U.S. Postal Markings: 1851-61 , Seco nd Edition (Columbus, Ohio:
U.S. Philatelic Classics Society, Inc., 1979).[xiv + 434 pp., illus.]. D
The U.S. Philatelic Classics Society, Inc.
Golden Anniversary Sale - Special Price Reductions

The Chronicle: #72 to # 100 (except #76, 77, 80, 82,83,84, 85, 86, 90, 91)
The Chronicle: #90 (INTERPHIL issue) or # 130 (AMERIPEX issue)
The Chronicle: # 147 Supplement (Winter: U.S.-Spain Mails)
The Chronicle: #100 to current (except #130)
The Chronicle: Silver Anniversary Book (postal history of Classic period)
1869 Times: up to #53 (except # I , 2, 4, 10, 11, 25)
1869 Times: softbound volume of # 1-#7
Index to The Chronicle, Issues #45 through #72
Index to 1869 Times, Issues # 1 through #53
Identification Chart, Types of U.S. I¢ 1851-61 Stamp, by Neinken
Appleby's 1869 Railway Map (reprint)
Special Run Package 1 - Chronicle, #100-177 complete

Members
$2.00 each
$4.00 each
$2.50
$1.50 each
$2.00
$2.00 each
$ 12.00
$2.00
$5.00
$2.00
$3.00
$100.00

Non-Members
$2.50 each
$5.00 each
$2.50
$2.00 each
$2.50
$2.50 each
$12.00
$2.50
$5.00
$2.50
$3.00
$100.00

Order above from Walter Demmerle, 821 Winthrope Dr., Virginia Beach, VA 23452-3939
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GUIDO CRAVERI

is buying at top prices

1847 issue
(covers only)

and 1851 issue (covers only)
used in

Kansas, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Mexico,
Oregon, Oklahoma, Utah and Washington Territories

Arkansas, Florida, Iowa, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Missouri, Texas and Wisconsin cancellations

Rail Road cancellations
Waterway usages and cancellations

Way cancellations and foreign destinations
and unusual covers

Please send your offer by fax or mail with the price requested.
Our fax no. is:

011.41.91.6494294

(Please do not send original items without prior notification)

GUIDO CRAVERI
HARMERS AUCTIONS SA

Via Pocobelli , 16. CH-6815 MELIDE, Switzerland
Tel: OIl. 41.91. 649.42.85 Fax: OIl. 41.91. 649.42.94
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CONFEDERATE STATES
I

THE LITHOGRAPHED GENERAL ISSUES OF THE
CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA, STONE 2, FilL-UPS

e 1998, LEONARD H. HARTMANN

Prologue
It is intended that this be the first of a series of articles on the Lithographed General

Issue Stamps of the Confederate States of America, Scott Numbers 1-5, with emphasi s on
the plating. The plan is to have an article in every 2nd or 3rd issue of the Chronicle, as op
posed to every issue, to permit your responses to be integrated into the next article . The se
ries depends on you the reade r: no comments, no response, no new informa tion, no more
articles! Ultimately I plan to publish a comprehensive book on these stamps with complete
platings, but first there are many things to be resolved.

Many marvelous items are mentioned in the old literature which are unknown to the
current generation or were not understood and appreciated. Others marvelous items are
still being discovered. Of the large multipl es which we need to consult, I fear many no
longer exist; some are known to have been cut up but others may still survive. To cut up a
large mult iple of any rare to unique item must surely be a crime to philately!

Unfortunately erroneous identification of the Confederate Stones is a more common
problem than one would like. Some descriptions have no basis in reality. For the 5¢ Blue,
Stones 2 and 3 are often confused; the only way to distinguish them is to plate the stamp.
The proper identifica tion of Stone A or B is much more of a probl em, since it is by elimi
nation; i.e., if a 5¢ Green doesn't plate as Stone 1 or 2 it must be A or B. Distinguishing a
10¢ Blue Paterson from Stone Y is also complex. Paterson is plated, however many char
acteristics are quite minor and Stone Y is not plated . Exclu ding Stone 2, the published
platings are all inadequa te, to say the least.

I have an excellent photograph datin g from the 1950s, given to me by Van Dyk
MacBride, of a block of 50 of the 5¢ Blue Lithograph, Stone 3. The largest current ly sur
viving multiple that I know of is a block of 40, and it is defin itely not from the block of 50.
Many of the multiples have been broken up over the years but I suspect this block of 50
may still be intact, since I have not seen any pieces that I would attribute to having come
from this mult iple.

August Dietz menti oned copies of the Lithograph s printed on both sides (image
would be normal) in additi on to copies having a strong reverse offset (image would be re
versed) on the back. I have really not seen a trul y strong offse t and have never seen a
Lith ogr aph that was printed on both sides . We know of a waste printing of the 1O¢
Paterson printed on the back of a CSA bill, which is the only example of printer's waste
that I have seen. A 1O¢ Hoyer & Ludwig printed on both sides and a double prin t are illus
trated on pages 120 and 121 of Dietz's The Postal Service of the Confederate States of
America; does anyone know where they are today?

This series of articles starts with Stone 2, which when printed in green is Scott No. I
and in blue is Scott No. 4. This Stone is perhap s the more interesting because of the num
ber of major plate varieties and the use of at least three printing stones. The basic Stone 2
in blue is the most common Confederate Litho graphed stamp; a few large mult iples still
exist but there are also many rare and even some unique plating items.

Introduction to Confederate Stamp Lithography
The starting point of any plating or reconstruction study must be a basic understand

ing of the printing methods involved. For the Confederate Lithographs we can do no better
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than to use Dietz's classic Postal Service of the Confederate States ofAmerica for our text,
pages 9 1-94. August Dietz was a printer of the old schoo l. He know the old processes and
studied them as they app lied to the 1860s and especially the CSA stamps.

To create a Printing Stone with mult iple images, the Confederate printers star ted
with the master image, most likely a lithograph but perhaps an etching, engraving, etc . I
stated master image: die proofs for the 5¢ and 10¢ Lithographs are cataloged in the 1986
edition of The New Dietz Confederate States Catalog and Handbook-wonderful , show
me one! The basic lithograph process is surface print ing. It involves the absorption and re
pulsion of a fat-based ink with water, on the surface of an extremely fine-pore type of
limestone from Bavaria. Using a spec ial greasy ink, a number of impressions are printed
on the coated surface of sma ll pieces of transfer paper. These impression s are then
trim med of excess marginal paper and most likely attached to a large sheet of paper to
simplify the alignment and the transfer to an intermediate stone, i.e., the Transfer Stone.
They could also be applied directly to the final Printing Stone without a previous paper
mounting. It is at this stage that the basic characteristics that permit plating originate.

We are dealin g with small pieces of pape r. There are often numerous deviations from
the master image : small clip s in the design, tears, edges of the small units getting a bit of
ink, in addition to the various abnormalities in the original impressions. A lithograph plate
will produce small deviation s on every impress ion, but when these impressions are used to
crea te a Transfer Stone they become a perman ent portion of the design. These clips are
usually aro und the outside margins of each stamp; the original individual impressions
were hand trimmed quite close to the design. The Confederate 2¢ and 5¢ Lithographed
stamps have irregular outer borders and the clips are quite commo n, versus the 10¢ that
was enclosed in a rectangular border and thus much eas ier to trim. This Transfer Stone
now gives impressions consisting of multiple images .

When imp ressions are pulled from the Transfer Stone to make up the Printing
Stones, there is again the possibility for additional constant varieties from inking and from
abnormalities in the stone. At this state in building up the printing surface a variety will
only occur on the impression involved rather than becoming a part of each unit of every
impression from this stone. However, this transient variety from the Transfer Stone may
well become a permanent variety on the Printing Stone.

In designating a set of minor varieties for any given position as being constant vari
eties for plating, one must examine a number of examples to be certain the varieties are
permanent.

Varieties occur much more infrequently after the Transfer Stone is laid down and
etched; the transferer is working with a unit of convenient size which requires a nominal
amount of trimming and handl ing. The only constant varieties known to the author which
are not traceable to the Transfer Stones, excluding printing and paste-up varieties arising
from the relative positionin g of the Transfer impressions when making up the Printing
Stone, are a few scratches on the Printin g Stones and a few dots around the edges of the
shee ts. The laying down of the four units from the Transfer Stone to create a Print ing
Stone creates position combinations that permit the Printing Stones to be distinguished on
mult iples that straddle these joints.

If the surface of a stone, Transfer or Printing, is damaged, it may be repaired by eras
ing the damaged area and entering another impress ion. There are only a few re-entries
known for the Print ing Stones of Confederate stamps. A re-entry could also be made on
the Transfer Stone; no examples of this variety are definitely known, but there are several
positions which readily lend themselves to this explanation. Those positions on Stone 2 in
which a few of the outer lines of the design are dupli cated in the margin on one side of the
norm al design, usually to the left, are most likely attributable to re-entries on the Transfer
Stone before the impressions were pulled for the Print ing Stone. However, it is also possi
ble that two impressions from the master unit may have stuck together when the Transfer
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Stone was built up, thereby causing this variety.
Most printing varieties associated with the actual printing process and occuring dur

ing the production of the Printing Stone s, such as a line not printing, a blob of ink, etc.,
also occur after the Printing Stone is in use. The clipped and tom transfers are exception s;
these are make-up varieties and not printin g ones. It is often quite difficult to tell from ap
pearance alone if a variety is constant or transient. For a definiti ve evaluation it is neces
sary to have several examples from the same position, preferably printed in differin g
shades, to determine that a variety is truly from the stone and not a transient. Clips around
the individual unit and inked comers can be readily identified with reasonable certainty by
appearance.

The Transfer Stone was intended to be used only for the master impressions to create
the Printing Stones. After all, it contained a relatively small number of units, versus multi
ple impressions on the Printing Stones. It was desired to keep the Transfer Stone in perfect
condition so additional Printin g Stones could be made as needed. While it is possible to
print issued sta mps from it, we have no reason to believe thi s wa s don e with the
Confederate issues.

In "A New Look at Paterson 's Confederate Printings," in the Confederate Philatelist
of November-December 1982, Gordon McHen ry and Douglas B. Ball note that the Bartel s
half sheet (i.e., half pane) of the 10¢ Paterson has a 6mm top margin, and as there is an
imprint on the bottom thi s indicates a Printin g Stone differ ent from what we now
know- or perhap s, though not sugges ted, a printing from the Transfer Stone being issued
as stamps. Their observation was apparently taken from printed images of the item, per
haps from the 1929 Dietz book , page 135. In reality, the top margin is extremely close to
the stamps, and has every indication of normal spacing between the (no longer present) 5th
row of stamps and the start of the block at the 6th row.

The Historic Platings
Bertram W. H. Pool e authored an exce llent pioneerin g series , "The Confederate

States of America, A History of the General Issues," that appeared in 23 issues of The
Philatelic Gazette, starting with Vol. V, No.7 (July 1915) and continuing through Vol. VII,
No.6 (June 1917). The sections li sted below contain plating de scriptions of the
Lithographs. However, there are no illustrations and the descriptions are mostly one or two
lines per position and are not adequate for plating anything except a large mult iple (and
even that is questionable); however, for a re-plating study they are useful.

• 5¢ Stone I: Vol. V, No. 10 (October 1915), pages 233-235
• 5¢ Stone 2: Vol. VI, No. I (January 1916), pages 14-15; Vol. VI, No. 2 (February

1916), page 37
• 1O¢ Hoyer: Vol V, No. 11 (November 1915), pages 273-275; Vol. V, No. 12

(December 1915), page 289
• 2¢ Hoyer: Vol. V, No. 12 (December 1915), page 291
• 10¢ Paterson: Vol. VI, No.4 (April 1916), pages 108-109 ; Vol. VI, No.5 (May

1916), pages 154-6
For this Poole plating of Stone 2 there is an error in that everything is shifted. For

positions 1-40, add ten, thus his No. I is actually No. II ; for his positions No. 41-50, sub
tract forty, thus position 41 is actually No. I. This error is quite easy to understand and the
problem can be a constant annoyance in working with Stone 2. In essence the first hori
zontal row, No. 1-10, is shifted up in the Transfer setting and overall is slightly narrowe r
than the second row, No. 11 -20, and subsequent ones. Thus in lookin g at a block, one can
easily think this first row is a horizontal gutter between an upper and lower Transfer Unit.
One can assume that they laid out the first row, thought the stamps a fraction too close to
gether, and spaced the rest of them out a bit more.

A better plating of Stone 2 was publi shed by Gerald S. Curtis in the Philatelic
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Gazette, Vol. VIII, No.2 (February 1918), pages 38-42. This plating is accurate, though a
few charac teris tics that are listed as being constant are not completely constant. The dou
ble page illustration is lacking in detai l and the description too incomplete to permit the
plating of anything but large multiples and a few singles having major varieties.

Your author published a plating in the Confederate Philatelist with detailed text and
large photographs, starting in November 1966, Whole Number 112, continuing with
Whole Numbers 114, 11 7, 118, 119, 120, 121 and concl uding with the March-April , 1968
issue, Whole Number 123. The illustrations are sufficient to perm it any single stamp to be
ident ified with respect to the basic 50 positions on the Transfer Stone; this applies to both
the Blue and the Green Stone 2 stamps.

The conventional scheme used to des ignate Confederate Transfer Stone positions
consists of numbering the stamp in the upper left comer as position number 1, the stamp to
its right is number 2, the stamp under position 2 as position 12 (i.e., 2 + 10), and thus to
the lower right comer which is position number 50.

The numbering sche me needs to be expanded. I propose an identification system
made up of the following elements: Basic, Color, Transfer Position, Quadrant [UL-LL
UR-L R], Printing Stone. For example: Stone 2, Blue, 30, LL, I. The Basic is the Transfer
Stone iden tification, such as 10¢ Hoyer or (as in our example) Stone 2; the color is Blue or
Gree n for Stone 2; Transfer Position is the position in the unit of 50, with position 30 in
our example at the right end of the third row of 10; LL desig nating the lower left quadrant
of the printing stone; and the fina l designator (1) identifying the printing plate. If some
thing is unknown it is simply omitted from the description.

The purpose of the Transfer Stone is to expedite the production of larger and multi
ple Printi ng Stones and to be a depository for the image should the larger Printing Stone
become worn and or be needed for other work , in which case it would be ground off and
another image applied. To the best of our know ledge , the Printing Sto nes for the CSA
Lithographs were all arranged as sheets of 200 , consi sting of two panes of 100. Each pane
was made up of two units from the Transfer Stone , resulting in four Transfer Stone sub
jects on each Printing Stone .

0 1 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
2 1 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
3 1 32 33 3435 36 37 38 39 40
4 1 424344454647484950

Gen eral Ar rangement of Transfer Stone, 50 Subj ect
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 11 12 13 14 15 16 I7 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 2 1 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 3 1 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 3940
4 1 4243 444546 47 4849 50 41 42 43 444546 47 48 49 50
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 0 1 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 2223242526272829302 1222324252627282930
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
41 42434445464748495041424344454647484950

Left Pane I. Right Pane

General Ar rangement of Printing Stone, 200 Subje ct
We thus have both horizontal and vertical jumps in the plating. A pair straddling the

left and right pane could be position lO on the left and position 1 on the right. The spacing
between these two stamps is ofte n not great and mayor may not be an evident gutter. The
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Stone 2, Position 46
Immediately above the T and be

tween the TA of POSTAGE there are
two small colorless areas. There is a
small oval dot of color in the vertical
stroke of the E of FIVE and a smaller
one in the S of POSTAGE. The shad
ing toward the back of Jefferson
Davis' collar appears to be a continua
tion of the neck shading at one place;
this shading variety is only apparent
on finely printed specimens . The
Green printings, one Lower Setting,
show a Fill-Up in FIVE CENTS, 2nd
most pronounced example of this type.

Stone 2, Position 47
There is a large triangular

area of color in the lower right
scroll. The I of FIVE contains a
large colored rhombus and the C of
CENTS has a small colored dash.
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Stone 2, Position 48
The outermost portion of the

design is repeated to the immedi
ate left of the normal design . This
is probably caused by two trans
fers sticking together, for no por
tion of the interior of the design is
deformed, This doubling of the de
sign is perhaps the most pro
nounced example of several simi
lar varieties on this stone. The pro
truding portion of the upper right
scroll is missing; however, this clip
is not filled in with color as is usu
ally the case. There is a dash of
color in the upper and lower hori
zontal stroke of the E of CENTS
and the flourish below this letter is
slightly larger than normal. The
Green printings, one Lower
Setting, show a Fill-Up in FIVE
CENTS, the most pronounced va
riety of this type .

Stone 2, Position 49
The 0 of POSTAGE resembles

an inverted Q for there is a colored line
and a colorless contrasting stroke run
ning from the top of the letter on a 45°
angle from the horizontal. There is a
line under the lower left scroll which
appears to be a partial clip or the
clipped portion was replaced. The
Green printings, one Lower Setting,
show a Fill-Up in FIVE CENTS, 3rd
most pronounced example of this type.
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upper and lower transfer units in a given pane can yield pairs with the upper from position
41 and the lower from position I . A cross gutter block of four would be positions 50-41 
10-1.

It is possible that a Transfer and/or Printing Stone could have been laid down in an
other manner, as was implied for the unplated 5¢ Green Stone NB in a most interesting
article on "The Lithographs of the Confederate States of Ameri ca," by G. S. Curti s, E. S.
Knapp and T. H. Pratt, that appeared in the November 1929 issue of Scott's Monthly
Journal. (The author has no other references to this study and would welcome any help ,
old notes, etc. I am also having probl ems in plating the Paterson andlor Stone Y.)

The early concept was that only one Printing Stone was produ ced from each Transfer
Stone . However, by the 1960s it became evident from various gutter multiples that some
Tran sfer Stones have more than one Printing Stone, as is implied in the 1929 Scott 's
Monthly Journal article cited above. For Transfer Stone 2, I am convinced that there are at
least three Printing Stones, one unique stone for the Green printing and two for the Blue
printing s.

Most work on the lithographs has been devoted to plating the Transfer Stones,
though in 1915 Bertram W. H. Poole recognized the importance of additional varietie s on
the Printing Stones. There is still much to be discovered and explained from the Printing
Stones . In addition to the challenge of new discoveries, some of the most interesting major
varietie s originated with the Printing Stones and are independent of the Tran sfer Stone
(that is, unless there are more transfer stones than we now recognize).

There is varying spacing between the 4 units of 50 of a Print ing Stone, permitting
identification; there are also some nice clipped tran sfers where there ju st wasn 't quit e
enough room for complete entry.

Stone 2, Fill-Ups
For our first article, I would like to cover the "Fill-Ups," as Dietz called them. These

are several Green Stone 2 positions with the FIVE CENTS significantly filled in with col
or, which one might assume is a transient printing freak.

Our major Fill-Up, Green 5¢ Stone 2 variety (position No. 48), was reported and
well illustrated by August Diet z in the October 1925 issue of The Southern Philatelist
(Vol. I, No. 12, page s 223-224). The identical illustration and text was repeated in his
1929 book, The Postal Service ofThe Confederate States of America, pages 106-108 :

Fill-Ups and Fill-Ins.-Under this heading we may class nearly every other oddity
of lithographic prints-spots of color foreign to the original design, broken or jagged
lines, quadrille-ruled backgrounds converted to a solid mass of color, omamentsblurred ,
or colorle ss lettering marred by splotches of color-countless in number, these freaks are
attributed to carele ssness, in letting the stone "go dry," and the consequent "filling-in"
or "filling-up" of these dry spaces with ink, when the roller next passed over them.
Thousands of these transient freaks may be found; many of them-too insignificant to il
lustrate , however-became perman ent on every stone of every denomination, formin g
well-known road-signs for the student and plater.
The most pronounced example of this variety, Stone 2, Position 48, Green , Lower

Setting is illustrated in both of the above references. However, there is one discrepan cy. I
have seen three examples of this variety, each in a slightly different shade of green , each
show the filling in of the FIVE CENTS identical to each other and to the Dietz illustra
tions, with one exception. The three stamps at hand all show a distinct and identi cal blob
of color on Jefferson Davis's shirt ; this is not show in the Dietz illustration. (Figures I , 2,
3)

Examining the numerous minor plating markings on the three Fill-Up stamps from
Position 48 confirm they are identical and are from the same basic Stone 2, Position 48
which exists in both Green and Blue stamps without the blob. The extremely clear Diet z il
lustration does not show these minor markings. Thi s suggest that Dietz may have used
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Figure 1. Stone 2, 5¢ Green Position 48, Fill-Up, Used on Cover from Gordonsville, Va,
April 20, 1862

Figure 2. Stone 2, 5¢ Green, Position 47 - 48, Fill-Up, Used on Cover from Lexington, Va,
November 7,1862
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Figure 3. Stone 2, 5<: Green , Positions 48 - 49, Fill Up, L, probably LR

Figure 4. Stone 2, 5<: Green, Position 46, Fill-Up, L, probably LR
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drawings made from a mas ter photograph of the stamp and in this case did not illustrate
act ua l sta mps , no doubt to obta in clearer illustrat ions. The "softer" images created by
lithograph y are much more difficult to reproduce by pho tography and other printing mean s
than the clear sharp lines of engra ved or typographed stamps.

The multiple examples of these Fill-Ups, especially in different shades, prove they
are co nstant variet ies on the Printing Plate and thus they should be cla ssified as con stant
varie ties and not as transients or "freaks." Sto ne 2 in Green is typical of the known general
issue lithographs, thus there are four units on the pr inting stone. I have not kept records of
all co pies of these positions that I have seen, but it is most likel y that only one of the four
Transfer Units showed the filled in impressions . Thus takin g at random four copies of any
of these positions, we should have one with the fill-in, which is in agree ment with my rec
ollec tion.

Whi le Fill- Up varieties no dou bt originated fro m printings freak , such as temp era
ture, moisture, pressure or ink aberrations, they occ urre d on single prints from the Tran sfer
Stone . When laid down upon a Printing Stone , a Fill -Up became a perm anent variety, dis
tinct from the normal Transfer Stone varieties . As it is ex treme ly noticeable, it becomes
significant. In fact it is so evident that the Printing Stone should have been repaired-and
perhaps it was, so tha t the Fill-Ups actually form less than 25% of all the prints from these
positi ons.

If anyone has a Position 48 with the Fill -Ups that does not show the glob of ink on
the shirt it would be most interestin g and should be reported. An exa mple printed in Blue
would be even more interesting, as I am convinced the Stone 2 printing plate that was used
for the Green stamps was not used to print the stamps in Blue. I doubt they exist in either
Green or Blue, but there is no reason that they could not.

Positions Sto ne 2, Green, 46 , 47 and 49, L also show this Fill-Up variety to vary ing
degrees but it is most pronounced in Position 48 . Th e attributio n to the Lower settings of
the prin ting sto ne is firm. The irregul ar block of 7 suggests that it is from the Right side;
however, this is not 100% proven altho ugh it is most likely.

I have never see n Positions 46 , 47, 48 or 49 Fill-Ups on a Blue Printing of Stone 2.
In fac t, I have never see n this type of Fill-Up on any other stamps. Thi s is added proof that
the Printing Stones used to print Stone 2 in Green and Blue are not the same.

It is most unfortunate that the multiples of classic stamps continue to be cut up to
supply the dem and for singles and blocks of four. They often still have secrets and should
have a spec ial rarity and desirability over the sma ller units even though they often have
some defe cts and can create mounting problems. The pai r of stamps illustrated in this arti
cle showing the Fill -Ups from Positi ons 48 and 49 (Figure 3) was cut from an irregula r
block of 7 no earlier than April 15, 1980, when it was sold intact in an Edgar Mohrmann
& Co . sale in Hamburg, lot 2 12. Th e block then contained positions Stone 2, Green, 36,
37, 46, 47, 48 , 49 and 50, L. The single showing the Fill -Up fro m Position No. 46 (Figure
4) was also cut from this block.

The Stone 2 plating illustrations with arrows provided with this article are all taken
from Blue printings. However, the indicated characteristics are generic for this Transfer
Stone. D
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Whether It's Classic Stamps
Or Postal History, You Can
Count On Our Knowledge.

Whatever United States classic philately you
have for sale, we'd like to have Ihe chance to
make you an offer. In recent months , we've
boughl important holdings ranging from outstand
ing western postal history to New York Foreign
Mail cancellations. What do you have for sale?

In many cases, the best
and fairest offer for your
stamps will come from
someone who truly knows
your stamps like you do.

AJIlI with :I 7 years experien ce in bu)ing SllIlIIpS, our knowlcdgc is
vlrtunlly unnuuchedl Wc need every conce ivable kind of stamp and /
or cover collec tion, Fro m outs tand lng classic I Hlh CCIIIUI)' Unitcd
Slalcs s tamp collcc tio ns and uward-winning exhibhs-e-to spcclflc hold
ings of important postal history, NOlhing is ever 100 large-s- and we
love to purchase all types of smallc r pro perties. 10 0.

Our :17-ycar reputa tion for fairn ess and illlcgril)' assu res that yon
"ill rccch c Iul! market ",I IIL' for your coll ections whe n you sell 10

Andrew Levi tt, and with our new NlJrMI~G STA..\ II' SALES we have a
voraciou s nccd that must be fillcd ! Over 55 milli on available, Call
today for our hank letter of credit (20 3) 743-5291 .

We Are Heady To Compete For Your Stamps.
Gi"e Us A Call Toda)'.
Give li S the o pportu ni ty 10 com pete fo r the s ta m ps ,
co ve rs an d co llccuo n» )'011 have for sa le. Over $fi
mi llion is ava ilahle no w a nd, alt er lo ok in g OI l yo u r
material. paym e nt from us is immediate. Find o u t wh y
we ar c th e mosl vigo n ms IJIJ}'cr in Ame rica. Call Of

writ e IIs .••o r if you're a (OoI1lIJlIICr user, j u st e-mail us
a nd tell us uho ut what you have tn sell .

Our Philatelic Heritage
By Andrew I,l'\ill

Quite often during the
years I first began in the
stamp business with the
Robert A. Siegel auction finn
in the I960s. I had the chance
to attend the meetings of the
Collectors Club of New York .
These meet ings were always a
fascinating educatio n into the
depths of philately- for the
meet ing programs were always Theodore Ste lnway
presented hy some of our
hobby's most renowned experts. And these expe rts were
usually also peop le who not only stud ied their stamps.
hut gave both the ir time and money to fun her our
pastime.

Such an individual was Mr. Theo do re Stelnway , the
world-famous owner o f the piano manufactu ring
company thai, In this day, hears his fam ily name . Mr.
Steinway was not only an o ffi cer oft he CCN Y and a
recipient of its coveted Lichtenstei n Medal for serv ice
to philately. he wus an avid topical collec tor o f Mus ic
On Stamps. And as with many top ical collectors. he had
a wide and dee p knowledge of thc stamps of 810105t 811
co untries of the world. His chie f contribution to ou r
hobb y. though . was his foundi ng of the Steinway
Publication Fund which . for deca des. has financed the
publishing ufmany important phila telic hoo ks.

Post Oilier Box :142
Danbury CT OHM I :1

You Ca n Co ntac t Us By E-~ Ia i l. Too!
l e\slamp@c ci.com

(20:1) i 4:1-52B I
FAX, (20: 1) 7: IO-H2:1I~
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Our auctions always include
better postal history,

especially
British North America
and the United States

For a complimentary catalog ue contact:

Charles G. Rrby
AUCTIONS

6695 Highland Road, Suite # 107
Waterford, MI 48327-1967

Telephone (248) 666-5333 • Fax (248) 666-5020
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THE 1869 PERIOD
SCOTT R. TREPEL. Editor
THE TWO CENT LINE OFFICE RATE BETWEEN U.S. AND CANADA
JEFFREY N. FORSTER

This article is being writte n to update and clarify information regarding the two cent
rate between the Uni ted States and Canada as well as to shed further light on the use of the
cross-border rate between Canada and the United States in the 1869 time period.

As has been pointed out by Susan Mcfr onald ' and most rece ntly by Richard Graham
in his Linn 's column,' it is inappropriate to call this two cent rate a "ferriage rate." The
cove rs between the Unit ed States and Canada using this two cent rate pass between a pair
of exchange offices for cross border mail as established on April 6, 1851 under an agree
ment between the Unit ed States and Canada. During the period when the treaty was in ef
fect (185 1-1875), Graham writes that nearl y 50 U.S. and abo ut the same number of
Canadian post offices were paired up with one anoth er as exchange offices.' My research
discloses that durin g the 1863-1869 time period there were only appro ximately 15 such
pairings between exchange offices .

Let me digress and describe what actually is a ferriage rate. Mail between American
and Canadian post offices separated by the Niagara or St. Lawrence Rivers had to be fer
ried acro ss as no bridges existed . It became the custom of the Canad ian postmasters to
levy a ferriage charge for this service, which was retained by the postmasters. Prior to
January 12, 1829, the ferriage charges were collected for the sole benefit of the Canadian
border post offices; from the above date until their termination on March 6, 1837 for the
benefit of the Deput y Postmaster General. This fee was 2d (2 pence) for a letter entering or
leaving Canada exce pt via Kingston which was charged a 3d fee.

The two cent rate disc ussed here is a two cent line office rate which is an overland
rate not a ferriage rate . It is a special cross- border rate and line office is the best descrip
tion or termin ology for characterizing this rate.

Historicall y, this line office rate is not well known. The United States Mail and Post
Offi ce Assistant of August 1863 states:

It is not ge nerally known that two cents covers the entire postage on a letter,
without regard to weight , passing in the mail between certa in offices in Canada and
others in the United States, located at short distances from each other. These exceptions
to the usual letter rates between the two governments are embraced in the postal treaty
of 1851. And yet many corre spondents most interested in this fact seem entirely igno
rant of it, and have been in the habit of affixing ten cent stamps to this class of letters
[the rate in 1863 was ten cents between the United States and Canada and in 1869, the
rate was six cents prepaid, but ten cents for unpaid letters].'
The following is a partial list of the paired line offices which existed during the

treaty period:

'Susan M. McDonald, "A Dual Purpose Cross Border Marking," Chronicle Vol. 43 , No.2
(Whole No. 150)(Ma y 199 1), pp. 79-80 .

2Richard B. Grah am, Linn 's Stamp News , columns of November 24, 1997 and February 24,
1986.

3For an exce llent summary of the development of the exchange offices and a listing of the ini
tial (185 1-52) office pairs, see Hubert C. Skinner, "The United States-British North America Cross
Border Mails: Their Unique Aspects, Peculiarities and Marki ngs, Including Cancels Designed to
Kill Postmarks," Part I, Chronicle 179:190-91.

"The United States Mail and Post Office Assistant, Collectors Club of Chicago reprin t, August
1863 [U.S. Mail] .
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Sault Ste. Marie Michigan Sault Ste. Marie Canada
Port Huron, Michigan Port Sarnia, Canada
Detroit, Michigan Windsor, Canada
Black Rock, New York Fort Erie, Canada
Lewiston, New York Queenstown, Canada
Youngstown, New York Niagara, Canada
Cape Vincent, New York Kingston, Canada
Morristown, New York Brockville, Canada
Ogdensburgh, New York Prescott, Canada
Fort Covington, New York Dundee, Canada
Derby Line, Vermont Stanstead, Canada
Swanton, Vermont Phillipsburgh, Canada
Newport, Vermont Mansonville, Canada
Robbinston , Maine St. Andrews, New Brunswick
Calais, Maine St. Stephens, New Brunswick
Houlton, Maine Woodstock, New Brunswick

At first, the exchange offices were all on opposite sides of a river, where connection
was made by ferry. Because of this, the rate was known as a "ferriage rate." Later other ex
change offices were established separated by only a short land distance, with the invisible
but surveyed international border between them. Thus, the same rate was termed the "bor
der exchange-office rate." Nonetheless, when the rate was over land, ferriage was inappro
priate and remains inappropriate to describe this two cent rate between the two countries
and between the two paired line offices.

As mentioned above, the rate was by letter, not by weight. Inhabitants of the above
named towns could exchange letters for two cents each up to a weight of 4 oz., above
which they would be considered packets and charged the regular rate of postage. (Hence,
there was some weight limitation.)

The rate continued until February 1875 when the new postal convention between the
United States and Canada became effective,' and thereafter the domestic rate of three cents
per half ounce applied while the special two cent line office rate was abolished .

In sum, when the Postmasters Generals of the two countries agreed, they created line
office pairings so that correspondence between adjacent post offices in the two countries
could be carried out at a much lower rate. However, the lower rate did not work between
two towns which were not paired together.

The two cent line office rate commenced at different times in the different line of
fices in the 1850s, but by 1869, New Brunswick was no longer a separate country, and had
become part of Canada.

Although there were three line office pairings to New Brunswick (Calais, Maine to
St. Stephen, N.B., Robbinstown, Maine to St. Andrews, N.B., and Houlton, Maine to
Woodstock, N.B.), most of the 1869 usages exist between Houlton and Woodstock.

The following is a list of the various covers between the United States and
Canada/New Brunswick showing the two cent cross-border line office rate with 1869
stamps. Where other data is known, I have included that in the far right column.

Date From To Franking Other Data
10/25/1869 Houlton, ME Woodstock, NB 2¢ 1869 "Paid 2" (Coil. Club.

Phil. November 1958)
01/28/1870 Houlton, ME Woodstock, NB 2¢ 1869 "Paid 2" (Wunsch

ColI.)
' U.S. Mail, February 1875.
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02/1111870 Houlton, ME Woodstock, NB l¢ 1869 "Paid 2" (E. Coulter
pair Coll.) (Lot 95 Juhring

Sale, Germany,
October 25, 1978)

03/15/1870 Houlton, ME Woodstock, NB 2¢ 1869 "Paid 2" (Mack ColI.)
04/ 19/1870 Houlton, ME Woodstock , NB 2¢ 1869 "Paid 2" (Leggett cou

at Interphil) Greene
Sale Lot 372, Feb. 1975

04/29/1870 Houlton, ME Woodstock, NB 2¢ 1869 "Paid 2" (Brookman"
Vol. II, Pg. 159)

05/16/1870 Hou lton , ME Woodstock, NB 2¢ 1869 "Paid 2" (1. Forster
Coil.) (Figure 1)

09/17/1869 Houlton, ME Woodstock, NB 2¢ 1869 "Paid 2" (Lot 116
Juhring Sale Germany,
October 25, 1978)

Date Unknown Houlton, ME Woodstock, NB 2¢ 1869 "Paid 2" (Vic Russ
Auctions, lot 109 1,
November 27-29, 1987)

As one can see, the 1869 usages are dominated by a single two cent stamp (113) on
the letter from Houlton, Maine to Woodstock, New Brunswick. All of the letters are ad
dressed to the same lady at Woodstock, Miss Alice Belyea, and many of them use a very
decorative lady 's type of envelop e. All of them have a black "Paid 2" marking on the front ,
and each of the covers that thi s author has per sonally viewed has on its reverse a
"Woodstock, N.B." receiv ing mark in black with the date within the circle of the receiving
postmark.

V{t,.fe h veI+,,
By

AF o

;Y?-' -'l1

r ~.

Figure 1. Two cent lin e offi ce rate on May 16, 1870 cover from Houlton , Me. to
Woodstock, N.B.
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The distance between Woodstock and Houlton is approximately ten miles or S06 and
this short distance between these pair of line offices is typical of the other line offices and
points out the reason for the lower rate between correspondents of the paired post offices.
The normal rate for cross border covers until 1868 was ten cents, either prepaid or unpaid.
In 1868 the rate was reduced to six cents when prepaid, but was still ten cents for unpaid
letters. There fore, the savings would be significant to correspondents between these
matched paired line offices.

Letters between these offices, neither originating nor addre ssed beyond , had this spe
cial line office rate of just two cents. Thus, to refer to these covers as "ferriage rate" covers
is not appropriate. (Except where a ferry made the connection between post offices prior to
1837).

In conclusion, I hope that this article has clarified how this rate came to be and how
it was used, in addition to providing a complete listing of those covers with 1869 usages. If
any readers have additional covers featuring this same line office rate with 1869 stamps af
fixed to them, I would be most happy to include them in a follow -up listing.' D

"Referring to my map of Maine, I determined that Houlton is located in the eastern part of
Maine, about five miles west of the line separating the U.S. from New Brunswick, and that the town
of Woodstock is directly to the east, about 10 miles distant on the left bank of the St. John River.

'The author is indebted to Richard Frajola for his assistance in providing further understand
ing of this two cent rate, as well as for his comments and other input used in this article.
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BANK NOTE PERIOD
JOE H. CROSBY, Editor
THE RELIEF BREAKS OF THE TWO CENT WASHINGTONS :
THE AMERICAN BANK NOTE COMPANY ISSUE OF 1890,

SCOTT #2190 AND 220
RICHARD M. MORRIS

In 1935 EE. Stanton, Jr. began his booklet Relief Breaks on the 2¢ Stamp of 1890
with these words: "No other United States stamp produces the array of plate varieties that
is found on the 2¢ 1890, and nothing is more interesting than the many series of broken re
liefs in which this stamp abounds,"

They are indeed easy to find, as he goes on to suggest, and out of 1,500 random
co pies purchased in bulk to begin my own search, I found all but abou t 5% of the relief
breaks Stanton recorded. I have found the rest, and new ones, since.

But my philatelic mind is plagued with the question: Why this Issue?
Th ree and one half billion 2¢ green Washingtons of the 1882-88 Issue (Scott #213)

were printed from no less than 130 plates, yet no such abundant relief brea ks exist in this
issue by the American Bank Note Company (ABN). What happened in that com pany 's
productio n of the 1890 Issue?

The 2¢ Lake of 1890 (Scott #219D) was issued in a quantity of 100 million from 18
plate s which have been iden tified (and certainly others were used), and no relief breaks
had been reported at the time of Stanton's articl e. I have a copy on cover of a Lake Red,
dat ed Jul y 23, 1890 which has a relief break L described by Stanton as "a.k.a. Davis 's
Delight." I also have five singles in the Lake shade and one in Carmine Lake. No other
breaks have been recorded on the 2 19D, though many doubl e transfers and shifted trans
fer s exist. It is not until the carmine and scarlet shades appear in the reds that the relief
breaks seem to explode. (Scott # 220). Six and one quarter bill ion of these stamps were
printed, from 270 plates reported by the Durland Standard Plate Number Catalog.'

Using the same basic design , with triangles added to the upper left and right comers
and wit h minor change s, the Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP ) printed nearly 22
bi llion 2¢ reds in triangle Type s I, II, III on unwatermarked and watermarked paper.' Yet
this First Bureau Issue, using basically the same die design, displays no such preponder
ance of relief breaks.

Why then, in thi s Issue of 1890 by a company of good reputation?
In current literature I have found nothing which even hints at an answer to this per

plexing questio n. Let me the refore suggest a possible answer, or perhaps an opi nio n,
which may or may not be an answe r, and may or may not be orig inal.

Firs t, what is a rel ief break? The making of a plate, with its process of die , transfer
roll (or relief) and plate, is well known, and is thoroughly descri bed in the introd uction to
the Scott catalog . One of the per sons who first began to categorize the relief breaks was
C.W. Bedford . He said,

'EE. Stanton , Jr., Relief Breaks on the 2¢ Stamp of 1890 (Hollis, N.Y.: Arnold E Auerbach,
1935).

'Durland Standard Pla te Number Catalog (Reston, Va.: Bureau Issues Association, Inc.,
1997).

' In the 1999 Scott catalog editions, the 1898 Type IV red Washington (Scott #279B) has be
come a part of the newly-designated 1897- 1903 issue. Concurrently, triangle Types I, II and III have
been redesignated as Types A, B and C.
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On the transfer roll which transfers the stamp design from the die to the plate, the
design stands out in relief. Every little fine line which was cut into the die in recess
stands out on the transfer roll as a little thin ridge of metal. It is these little ridges of
metal on the roll that press into the blank plate and leave the design in true duplicate of
the lines on the die. Four hundred times on one plate, for many plates these little reliefs
or ridges are repeatedly forced into the plate metal at high pressure. It is surprising that
more of the little ridges do not break off.

As is to be expected, reliefs wear out or break and must be discarded for new re
liefs made from the same die. Also there were probably several transfer rolls made with
from one to five reliefs on each roll. Several of these reliefs crumbled or broke, possi
bly from being over-tempered, during the entering of no one knows how many plates :
It is perhaps not helpful to become more technical than this for the purpose of this

article. Suffice it to say, in the intaglio process of printing, the transfer relief step is criti
cal, as is quality control or inspection of plates readied for printing.

Production problems plagued this 1890 Issue from the beginning. The original color
chosen for Scott #2190 was labeled LAKE. Hitherto, this was simply a term signifying a
step in the production of a type of pigment. The color of the dye used in this proces s and
the amount of whitener, or lack of it, which was used produced a shade which was very
deep and proved, in this instance, to be relatively unstable. It was given the name LAKE
by the philatelic community. The color also proved unacceptable to the general public and
articles in the press appeared in criticism of it. Thus , as the Post Office Department stated ,
an "improved quality of color for the 2-cent stamp was adopted on May 12, 1890," the
carmines of Scott #220.5

With the Issue of 1890, the engravers with the ABN Co. moved from the production
of a large stamp 20x251h mm to one which measures approximately 19x22 mm . I say ap
proximately because the dimensions of the Scott #220 stamp vary greatly depending upon
how the grain of the paper lay in the printing. 116 plates were 200 subjects and the grain
of the paper was horizontal. The remainin g 156 plates were 400 subject plates and the
grain of the paper was vertical. Added to this, some of the stamps were printed on porous
paper using brown gum, and for a short time some were printed on crisp white paper using
white gum. Factoring in the amount of moisture present in the printing proce ss, the result
is a stamp whose dimensions vary from 19x221h mm to 19'hx22 mm, with combinations
in between. Size is very inconsistent in this issue.

But be that as it may, a smaller stamp was the challenge, and the design in general
was not modified greatly from the preceding larger 2¢ Washingtons in brown or green.
This did not appear to be a problem , because transfers from original ABN dies were used
for the First Bureau Issue ( with triangles added to signify a design change.) We know this
because die flaws are present in the 1894 Triangle Type I unwatermarked 2¢ Washington
with the dot in the middle of the "S" of "cents" as it also appeared randomly in the 1890
issue. This is not a position dot as has been suggested by some, but one of four die flaws
present on the 1890 plates. The flaw was removed on Triangle Type II stamps of the First
Bureau Issue to reappear , strangely, in a few plates in 1895-97 Triangle Type III stamps
which have come to be labeled by specialists as Type IlIa. So, the basic design remained
stable and free of relief breaks while under production by the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing , but not so with the American Bank Note Co.

The contract with the ABN was due to terminate soon after the end of 1893. It be
came obvious that the contract was not going to be renewed because advertisements were

'c.W. Bedford, as quoted in Stanton, op cit.
'United States Postal Service, Stamps Division, United States Postage Stamps (Washington,

D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1970), p. 21.
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everywhere in October 1893 for engravers and other technical per son s to work for the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing. When new contract proposals were solicited, ABN was
second lowest bidder to Charles Steele of Philadelphia. When the amount of the bids be
came known, ABN protested the awarding of a contract to Steele , who in turn entered a
protest. The dispute was settled by BEP entering a lower bid and being awarded the "con
tract. " (Since two government agencies cannot enter into contracts, the arrangement was
called an "agreement" between the Postmaster General and the BEP to produce the new
stamps.) A more complete description of all this can be found in the first of a series of arti 
cles by Kenneth Diehl in The U.S. Specialist? Suffice it to say, I believe the ABN Co . had
little invested interest in the production of the 2¢ Washington at this mid-point between the
beginning of the process of producing #220 and turning over its dies and stock in June
1894 to the BEP and the Post Office Department. It is interesting to note that stamps on
cover dated 1892 and the two years following begin to show multiple relief breaks. None
before that date, in my own study, show such breaks, with the exception already noted: the
small relief break in the #219D lake.

At this point in time it would appear that transfer reliefs were be-
ginning to show considerable wear. Key personnel had left for other
jobs. I believe that what probably happened was that second-level per
sonnel were brought up to manage and sup erv is e producti on .
Furthermore, there was not strong incentive to monitor quality, with
politics being what it was, and the production of #220 began to deteri
orate.

The delicate frame line of the design on the right of the stamp
began to break up at line (from top right) 7 and 8, 29 thru 33, 36,40
thru 44 , 65 , 67 , 69 , 77 and 78 . All these have end s broken off and are
thereby shortened. These are to be found in Reliefs C and D as illus
trated by Stanton. The same kind of breaks begin to appear in the left
frame line as well , but are fewer in number.

A second vulnerable position in the transfer relief are the 11 line s
of color which make up the shoulder of the portrait. They are listed I thru II from top to
bottom. The principal break is found in the end of the 5th shoulder line which progressive
ly disintegrates and is cataloged in 14 different combinations of breaks coupled with
changes in other parts of Relief E. All 11 shoulder line s break up in various places in
Relief C and K.

In the recording of Relief C the breaks are so nu
merou s that as many as 33 breaks on one transfer relief
are noted and can be found on a single stamp. I have a
single copy, postmarked 1892 , with only the 42nd right
frame line broken, This break begins the breakdown
which is Relief C.

"Cap on left 2" is perhaps the most commonly
known relief break, and has been noted in stamp cata
logues for years. Its development was also progressive
and I have illustrated it through 15 stages from its begin

nings as a halo over the "2" to a full sharply pointed rectangular cap in its final stage. Thi s
probably began as a cracking under the surface of the transfer relief which slowly erupted,
causing the break as we know it to occur.

6Kenneth Diehl , "The 2¢ Stamps of the First Bureau Issue," The U.S. Specialist , Vol. 65, No.
12 (December 1994), pp. 532-41.
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I recently obtained 50 copies of #2 20c (known as "cap on both 2s") . Thi s was the
first time I was able to look at a significantly large quantity to make any observations. I
checked the cap on the left "2" and found that it followed the same progressive break as I
found in the stamps with only the cap on the left "2" (#220a) . Putting them in that progres
sive order I then looked at the cap on the right "2," expecting to see that break to be pro
gressive also. To my surprise, the cap on the right "2" remained constant in width and
height with rounded comers (unlike the cap on the left "2" which in its final stages had
pointed comers and had widened.) This sugges ts to me that a clean break occurred on the
transfer relief at the right "2." In fact on a few copies a faint red line can be detected be
tween the cap and the top of the right "2" which is prob ably the remnants of metal left as
the break occurred.

Since the left cap never gets any higher than the right cap it probably mean s that the
left "2" continued to deteriorate until it reached an equal depth with the clean break on the
right but cont inued to disintegrate from within as it broadened. Because so little has been
written about the breaks since Stanton 's work, it is hard to know whether this is new infor
mation. If others have additional inform ation on the breaks it would be helpful to hear
about their findings.

In and out of the catalogues during the years has been mention of the controversial
"cap on right 2." Does it exist or doesn't it? There are two positions of "cap on right 2"
which exist and I have both of them. However it is doub tful that this is a relief break, but
rather from the diffuse profile it would appear to be a printing flaw similar to that which
appears on the I¢ (#2 19) of this same issue (the "candle flame" variety, with elongated ar
eas without ink on both the right and left serifs on one or both of the " Is"). This was
caused by careless wiping of the plates.

c.w. Bedford , who predated Stanton in the study of the small 2¢ Bank Note Issue of
1890, wrote an article in 1932 which summed up the findin gs of a group with whom he
worked known as the Shift Hunters. "Thanks to the cooperative endeavors of over 100
Shift Hunters, who have worked together for nearl y three years, so many similar shifts
have been found on the 2¢, the 15¢ and the 30¢ stamps of 1890 that we can now say with
surety that most of these varieties and very probably all of them are due to careless or in
accurate applications of the transfer roll to the plate,"

Bedford 's remark bears out my own conclusion. Transfer reliefs were breaking down
from 1892 on. Repairs were not being made. Quality contro l was lax. Someone at the top
didn 't seem to care. And today we have this super-abundance of transfer relief breaks (as
well as a multitud e of double transfers, shifted transfers, etc.) which excite the specialist
and amuse the collector, but the reasons still confound us all. 0

'c.w. Bedford, "Notes on Shifted Transfers - 2¢ 1890," The American Philatelist, Vol. 45,
No.1 (October 1932), p. 5.
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THE ULTIMATE DESTINATION
© 1998 ELIOT A. LANDAU

Collectors of 19th century U.S. postal history often seek the most remote and un
common destinations for the stamp, issue or type of mail service they collect. Many desti
nations which are "scarce" in the 20th century on non-philatelic covers, e.g., Liechtenstein
(especially outside of Vaduz), Sarawak, Turks & Caicos Islands, Bahrain, and St. Pierre &
Miquelon Islands (all especially before World War II), are "very rare" to find in the 19th
century.

Even many European destinations which are only "uncommon" in the pre-World
War II portion of the 20th century can be "very scarce" to "rare" at differe nt times in the
19th century. This was because commerc ial relations were not open between U.S. busi
nesses and those towns and/or because there had been few immigrants to the United States
who would be writing back to rela tives in their home lands. This is especially true in
Eastern Europe, where mass migration to the U.S. did not start until the last quarter of the
19th century. The same is true today for many small towns and villages in the interiors of
India, China and South America whose immigrants have only recently arrived due to the
new immigra tion policies of the last 35 years.

I have always searched hard for and specially prized such destinations in my collec
tions of Lincoln 19th century issues and U.S. registry material. After all, how many 6¢
large Bank Notes can there be to Madeira and St. Helena? Do you know of many 4¢ small
Bank Notes to Turks & Caicos Islands or Karlshamm, Finland and Roratonga , Cook
Islands? How about a nice New Haven negative Star of David cancellation on 15¢ and 30¢
1861-66 issues to Bangkok, Siam? Will we ever see another 6¢ with late large Bank Note
issues paying triple U.P.U. rates to EI Biar, Algeria?

All of these destinations are extremely rare and some are unique for the stamp and
period. But they all have something in common that my most recent discovery does not:
the destina tion had a population! Somebody was there to receive the mail!

Anyone who collects covers from the last two decades of the 19th century knows the
name of San Francisco stamp dealer George Carion . He had a large clientele and conduct
ed world-wide correspondence. During the period 1892-94 (it may have been longer, but
those three years are all I can document) Carion wrote to many exotic places seeking to
buy stamps of outlying colonies, territories and dependencies of the major powers. He also
tried to have covers addressed back to him by the local postmasters of those distant places.
He would then sell those covers to his clients who were seeking unusual origins for their
collections. He would also ask the postmaster to return his original request covers. This is
why Carion registered covers in 1880- 1900 are not too scarce.

The cover illustrated here (Figure I) is one of those origi nal requests to a postmaster.
However, this one was returned because it was undeliverable.

The Kerguelen Islands were discovered in 1772 by French Navigator Yves Joseph de
Kerguelen-Tremarec and are now part of the French Southern & Antarc tic Territories.
They are the virtually desolate remains of a large multi-caldera and ash field volcanic sys
tem, mostly barren but with some scrub vegetation. Indeed, the British explorer Captain
James Cook visited it in 1776 and named it "Desolation Island.'" In 1894, the Kerguelen
Islands were , and until 1949 they remained, COMPLETELY UNINHABITED F Carion
was unaware that the islands did not have a postal agent, much less anybody else.

I" Kergue len Is land s" , En carta 9 7 En cyclopedia, co pyrig ht 1993 - 1996, Microsoft
Corporation.

'France established a scien tific mission to study meteoro logy and geophysics on Kerguelen
Island in 1949; Marcel in Chappe, "Geography and Posts of the French Sou thern and Antarcti c
Territories," The American Philatelist, Vol. 80, No. II (August 1967), pp. 811-8 16.
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Figure 1.1894 Cover with 1893 Columbian Issues addressed to the "presumed" postmas
ter of the Kerguelen Islands.

Figure 2. Map showing location of Kerguelen Island in the South Indian Ocean. (Courtesy
of Paul Carroll, from his "South Atlantic and Subantarctic Islands Home Page" at
http ://www.wndrland.demon.co.uk/l
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The main island is located at 70 degrees longitude east of Greenwich (almost due
south of Bombay, India) and 49 .5 degrees south latitude and is part of an undersea plateau
stretching southeasterly to the Antarctic Circle . (Figure 2). In the 19th century, there were
a few shacks for the use of whaling ships to put in during an emergency. Acco rding to one
source, there were enough rations to support 30 sailors for up to four mont hs as well as
med ical supplies .

Mail, especially from France, was deposited in a box. Letters addressed to sailors on
the whaling ships co uld be picked up by them if they cha nced to put in to Kerguelen.
Apparent ly, enough ship s did so that this was not an unexpected practice for European
whale rs working the far south Indian or north Antarc tic Oceans. While French covers to
Kerguelen in this period are quite scarce, they are known.

On the other hand, this cover (Figure I) , franked with 2¢ and 1O¢ 1893 Columbians
on I¢ Columbian postal stationery, paying the 8¢ registry and 5¢ U.P.U. rate, is the only
19th cen tury cove r yet recorded from America. Mailed from San Francisco on June 22,
1894, its other date stam ps are New York City 6/28/94, Paris 7/9/94, Marseille 7/ I0/94 and
Washington , D.C. Dead Letter Office , Registry Branch 11/20/94. These mailings show its
trip to Kergue len and its ultimate return as an undeliverabl e dead lett er. There is no
Kerguelen marking because there was no one there to postmar k it, even if a date stam p had
been available.

It is hard to imag ine a more desolate, godforsaken and out-of- the-way addre ss. For
me, this cover has become the ultimate destinatio n. 0
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Unusual 19th century
U.S. Postal History Usages:

Colonial to 1875

Minnesota Territory . 185 7 usage ioitb stea m
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OFFICIALS ET AL.
ALAN CAMPBELL, Editor
COLOR CANCELLATION ON U. S. OFFICIAL STAMPS, 1873-1874
ALAN C. CAMPBELL

Introduction
Since the seco nd editi on of 1924, the Scott Specialized Catalogue of U. S. Stamps

has listed premiums for color cancellations on the departm ental stamps 01-0120 (original
ly #1500-1634). In the beginnin g, there were 224 listings, and by the twelfth edition of
1937 , there were 334, but since then, only four items have been added, making a grand to
tal of 338 entries in the 1998 edition. Over the years, the pace of new discoveries was
bound to slow down, but the dearth of new listings in the past sixty years is truly pathetic,
symptomatic of the disfavor and apathy which has plagued these issues. Some years back,
1 set myself the daunting task of assembling complete sets of each department in all the
listed colors. I then found that other advanced collectors, including those who specialize in
single departments, had independently accepted the same challenge. By now, we have all
co me to the same bittersweet conclusion, that in this pursuit completion is only a relative
term . Unless we resort to chea ting (unused stamps, whittled corks, bottles of mult i-hued
inks) to furti vely fill in the missing values, we will all still be huntin g patiently until the
day our album s are finally closed. Given the state of friendly cooperation that now exists
in our speciality, I decided to conduct a census to establish how far we as a group had got
ten in our que st. In reportin g the results of this survey, my intention is not just to expand
and clarify the catalogue listings, but also to explain whenever possible why we find what
we do. In collecting colo r cancellations, it is the aesthetic impulse which first attracts us:
who can resist a boldl y struck red cancel on a deep green Department of State adhesive? In
an era when the postal regulations repeatedly insisted that only black printer' s ink should
be used to obliterate stamps, we are indebted to all the defiant postmasters who proudly
and happily poured colored ink on their stamp pads. But as we shall see, in many cases the
use of colored inks was not ju st a matter of caprice or whimsy, but depended on the evolv
ing technology of postmarking devices, or perhaps on a system for coding mail requiring
special handling.

Since official mai l bearing departmental stamps was handled by the post offices in
exactly the same mann er as private mail, the same postmarks and obliterators struck in the
same inks will be found on the official stamps as on the large Bank Note regular issues.
Two factors , though, severely restrict the range of cancellations to be found on official
stamps: narrow distribution, and the introduction of stampless penalty envelopes in 1877.
Some departments used their stamps almo st exclusively in Washington, D.C. Outside of
the nation 's capital , Executive stamps were affixed only at President Grant's summer home
in Long Branch, New Jersey, and Department of State stamps were added only by the dis
patch agent in New York, N. Y. At the opposite end of the spectrum, Po st Office
Department official stamps were furnished in the fiscal year 1874 (July 1, 1873 to June 30,
1874) to 33,780 postmasters across the country. Penalty envelopes were immediately pop
ul ar , and when their authorized usage was extended to the field offices out side of
Washington, D.C. in 1879 , it had a chilling effect on the use of official stamps, with rapid
ly dwind ling requisitions for all departments except War, which stubbornly persisted in us
ing official adhesives and stamped envelopes until they were declared obsolete in 1884.
But limitations on the use of penalty envelopes-not accepted by foreign governments, in
valid for field office corres pondence with private citizens, supplemental postage required
for registry-meant that for all departments except the Executi ve Office itself (which or
dered no stamps after fisca l year 1877), official stamps to a lesser exten t were still in use
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until 1884. Thus many of them can be found with the different colors of canceling inks uti
lized with the commercial duplex rubber handstamps which came into widespread use in
1877. Due to the lack of available covers, all marcophily studies on the official stamps
must be extrapolated from research on the concurrent large Bank Note regular issues.
Therefore, a brief summary of the evolution of canceling devices during this period is in
order.'

Evolution of Canceling Devices during the Bank Note Era
From 1851 on, the postal guidelines stipulated the use of black printer's ink for

handstamps and black writing ink for pen cancellations. The purpose was twofold: to
obliterate the stamp indelibly so as to prevent its reuse, and to produce a clear, legible
postmark. "Legible postmarking is of the greatest importance to the public as evidence be
fore the courts, in business transactions conducted through the mails, and in fixing the re
sponsibility where mail has been improperly handled by postal officials.v' Fortunately, this
requirement was widely ignored. Long before 1883, when the Post Office Department of
ficially prohibited vulcanized rubber handstamps because they could not be used with
black printer's ink, some of the largest post offices in the country had routinely been using
colored canceling ink.

The 1860 prohibition against using the postmark to cancel the stamp was soon fol
lowed by the introduction of "duplex" handstamps, with the town datestamp and oblitera
tor combined in one device. According to its 1866 regulations, the Post Office Department
furnished cancelers to all the larger post offices : Class I (annual revenue exceeding
$1,000) received steel duplex devices, Class II (annual revenue between $500 and $1,000)
received iron postmarks, and Class III (annual revenue between $100 and $500) received
wooden postmarks. The postmasters at the small fourth class post offices were left to their
own own devices , so to speak, and had to purchase their datestamps and cancelers out of
pocket. E.S. Zevely, the brother of the Third Assistant Postmaster General, capitalized on
this connection and became the leading supplier of boxwood cancelers, furnishing them
under government contract to third class post offices and selling them to fourth class post
offices. In 1877 , vulcanized rubber duplex handstamps became widely popular among
small town postmasters, and several suppliers continued to advertise them in the U. s.
Postal Guide even after 1883, when the regulations first expressly forbade their use. In
1882, the EP. Hammond Company of Chicago and Aurora, Illinois was offering steel,
brass , ribbon , and vulcanized rubber handstamps.

The ribbon daters, incorporating a dry carbon ribbon like a typewriter instead of a
wet ink pad, are seldom found struck on official stamps. Mandel states: "Close examina
tion of such markings reveals that they are composed of numerous small dots, reflecting
the texture of carbonized ribbon . This is usually not a feature of normal handstamps, ex
cept that one may occasionally notice some texture from the grain of wooden hand
stamps."? Strikes of the commercially made cancelers-be they cast metal, molded rubber,

'Much of the information in the following section is derived from the following sources:
Arthur H. Bond, "19th Century Development of Postal Markings," in J. David Baker, The Postal
History of Indiana (Louisville, Kentucky: Leonard H. Hartmann, 1976), pp. 361-90; Richard B.
Graham, "Postmarks and Postmarking Devices of the Bank Note Era," in James M. Cole,
Cancellations and Killers of the Bank Note Era, 1870-1894 (Columbus, OH: U.S . Philatelic
Classics Society, Inc., 1995), pp. 1-17; Frank Mandel, "The Development of Handstamped
Markings in the United States to 1900," in U.S. Postmarks and Cancellations (New York: The
Philatelic Foundation, 1992), pp. 11-44.

21897 Report of the Postmaster General, cited by Stephen J. Shebetich, "Inks Used for
Cancellation and Postmarks at the Tum of the Century," The United States Specialist, November
1989, p. 599.
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or machine-engraved wood-are readily distinguished from hand-carved devices strictly
on a stylistic basis, the former being more regular, sharper, and better detailed . The steel
devices especially were more durable and could last for years, whereas the soft corks be
gan wearing down after a few days, with the struck image gradually degrading. As for
identify ing on canceled stamps the exact substrate material used in a given device , it is of
ten impossi ble to confidently distingui sh cork from hardwood or softwood, and vulcanized
rubber from steel, iron or copper.

After the grilling of stamps was discontinued, concerns over the reuse of lightly can
celed stamps persisted, and many experimental canceling devices were pate nted that
scraped or punctured the stamp. Strikes of these are seldom encountered on officia l
stamps, the paten t cancelers used in Louisvi lle, Kentucky being the most commonly
found. Machine cancels have been reported as early as 1871, and may go back at least to
1863. A Palmer and Clark device was utilized in Washington, D.C. in 1876, but has never
been recorded on an official stamp. The more popular Leavitt canceling machines did not
adjust well to the varying thickness of letters, so their use was primarily restricted to postal
cards. None of the early precancels have been found on official stamps. About 95% of the
33,780 post offices acros s the country did too little business to entitle them to receive gov
ernment- issue cancelers, and it has been estimated that 20% of these handled so little mail
that they were still using manuscript postmarks in 1870. Since mail franked with official
stamps was seldom posted at the tiniest post offices, pen cancellations are not common,
and as one would expec t, are most often found on the 3¢ Post Office stamp.

For the large post offices, the term "government-issue cance ler" implies a degree of
standardization and uniformity which does not really obtain. The steel circular datestamps
vary widely from city to city in their diameter, font and typeface, and the interchangeable
type for the hour and year date was incorporated at different times in different places. Not
all postmarks were dup lexed with the obliterator, the most notable example being the fa
mous foreign mail cancellations of New York City. In Chicago and Washington , D.C., du
plex devices were utilized, but when multiple frankings required more than one strike of ·
the obli terator, the postmark portion was carefully masked off on the second strike. This
meticulous concern to comply with postal regulations is confirmed by the occasional cover
showing a trace of the rim of a second circular datestamp (CDS) adjacent to the second
strike of the obliterator. However, the postal clerks in Cincinnati were less meticulous and
more expedient, wielding steel duplex devices with blue ink so as to cancel two adjo ining
stamps in a single stroke whenever possible, judging from the large number of socked-on
the-nose postmarks which have survived. These are most commonly found on Justice and
Treasury stamps.

Cincinnati's characteristic steel obliterators, descended from the typical targets and
circu lar barred grids of the previous decade, were an exception. On most of the govern
ment-issue cance lers, the obliterator was not a permanent fixed casting but a slug of some
carvab le materia l, held in a socket by a set screw and easily replaced. It had been found in
the 1860s that softer materials like cork, even though they wore out much more quickly,
did a far better job of obliterating the stamp, absorbing and delivering the ink best when
scored in relief. Since most cancellation collectors prefer the variety and artistry of the
carved obliterators , it is a blessing that the monotonous barred ellipse steel cancelers did
not become popular in the larger cities until the late 1870s. The system of assigning a spe
cific numeral to a postal clerk, first developed in New York in 1874 and adapted by Boston
with letters in 1878, was initially accomplished using carved devices. The second series in
Boston, with large negative serif letters and numerals, was made of machined wood. When
this system was adopted in Cincinnati in 1877, Philadelphia in 1879, Washington, D.C. in
1880, and Louisville, Kentucky in 1882, crisp numerals in circular targets were achieved
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by ordering matching sets of stee l cast cancelers .' Legibility was critica l for the oblitera tor
too , now that it carri ed important information like the postm ark . John Goldsbo rough 's
barred ellipse steel duplex cancelers were first utilized in New York in 1876, with a letter
in the ellipse ident ifying a clerk at the main post office, or a numeral identifying one of the
branch stations. At their height , the barred ellipse cancelers were used in all large cities
and many smaller cities and towns as well.

The first practical mold and vulcanizing equipment for makin g rubber handsta mps
was developed by J.F.W. Dorman of Baltimore in 1870, but their use was not widesp read
until 1877. Ordered from the advertisements of various manufacturers and distributors in
the U.S. Postal Guide, these duplex devices had a customized postmark and a choice of
standard obliterators. The more popular designs were sold to small town postmasters all
across the country, who utilized them with a variety of co lored inks. Strikes of the same
obliterator can be found in black, blue, purple, violet, magenta and rarely in red. Rubb er
handstamps of the smaller manufacturers might have a limited region al distribution and be
utilized with only a single color of ink- e.g., black for in-period strikes of c.A. Klinke r's
famou s "Kicking Mule." Out in the hinterlands, far from the watchful eye of the main Post
Office Department in Washington, D.C., small town postmasters did not take such scrupu
lous care to avoid canceling stamps with the duplexed postmark. Thi s resulted in the sur
prising circumstance that on official stamps, socked-on-the-nose postmarks from tiny terri 
torial and fort post offices are often easier to find than those from much larger eas tern
cities.

Canceling Inks
The Post Office Department paid for the cancelin g ink used at first and second class

post offices but did not provide it. Since they were being reimbursed for it, it was assumed
that responsible postmasters would procure a good quality of ink from local supplie rs. But
at the smaller post offices, ink of various colors and grades was purchased at the postmas
ter 's own expense, often from the commercial handstamp vendors.

Those postmasters who deviated from the use of black printer's ink must have done
so for a variety of reasons. They might have wanted their postmarks to assert a distinctive
identity for their town; black printer 's may not have been available locally, or a supplier
might have had a more workable product to offer ; cancelers made of new materials might
have required experimentation; or there could have been a perceived need to code different
types of outgoing mail, in the way registry markings were typically struck in blue , and pre
paid letters were once struck in red to distinguish them from unpaid letters struck in black .
Evidence to document a specific reason for using colored canceling ink is hard to come by,
though , and the authors of several recent definitive monographs have been loath e to specu
late . In The New York Foreign Mail Cancellation of 1870-1878, William R. Weiss Jr.
record s the relative scarcity of strikes in red and claret , but does not advance a theory on
why different colors of canceling ink were used simultaneously. He is skeptical of so
called "brown" NYFM cancellations, and believes that claret is not a true ink color, but a
combination of red and black. ' These large geometric obliterators, non-duplexed, were
carved from boxwood.

In Chicago Blue Cancellations, 1870-1877, Berg is silent on why this distinctive
canceling ink was used exclusively during 1873-1877 , before the steel barred ellipse can
ce lers were adopted. Barbara Wallace implies that the artistry of these ca rved co rks

'Mandel, op. cit., p. 32.
"Roger D. Curran, "Circular Killers with a Number or Letter," USCC News, Winter 1991, pp.

79-82.
"William R. Weiss, Jr., The Foreign Mail Cancellation of New York 1870-1878 (Bethlehem,

Pa.: The Author, 1990), pp. 28, 56.
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reflected a new civic pride, the city just having been rebuilt after the disa strou s fire of
1871.6 The notion that an emblematic color of canceling ink might have been introduced
ju st as a point of distinction, does not seem totall y implausible. It also seems reasonabl e
that postmasters in other growing Midwestern cities, after seeing and admiring this blue
ink, might have decided to copy it, purchasing it from the same supplier perhaps, to bolster
a distinctive Midwestern style of postmarking. The blue ink worked equally well with steel
cancelers (Cincinnati) and cut corks (Chicago) , the clarity of the strikes one finds ap
proaching the sharpness of the New Orleans geometric corks, carved on an almo st daily
basis and usually struck in black (sometimes in blue). Judging from the consistently bold
strikes we find , the postal clerks in New Orleans must have been especially conscientious
about keeping their pads well-primed and their ink well -mixed, never allowing the pig
ment to settle into a murky sediment at the bottom of the pot. Compared to black printer's
ink , virtually opaque on good strikes of the New Orleans geometries, even the boldest
strikes of the Chicago blues are more transparent, suggesting that the ink was a more di
lute , less viscou s emulsion. Perhaps postmasters in the Midwest had through trial and error
come to find that blue ink was simply easier to work with , less prone to thicken and gum
up the inking pads and cance lers.

What is certain, though, is that black printer 's ink did not work well with the vulcan
ized rubber mold -cast cancelers which became so popular with small town postmasters in
1877. The Post Office Department's eventual prohibition of these devices in 1883, based
on their incompatibility with black printer 's ink, had less to do with the ink 's color than its
permanence. The Post Office Department (POD) had discovered that some of the inks de
veloped and sold by the rubber hand stamp manufacturers were fugitive by conducting tests
involving solvents such as oxalic acid, ammonia soaps, chloroform and various oils. In
1877, at the request of Madi son Davis, the Chief of the Stamp Division at the Post Office
Department, a chemi st in the Surgeon General's Office conducted tests on stamps treated
with a colorless liquid that would supposedly become visible when the stamps were im
mersed in any of these solvents. He reported that the latent lines did become visible when
treated with water soluble agents , but not when subjected to the oil-based "better solvents
for the canceling inks now used by the Post Office Department.'" Certainly examples of
handstamp s struck with soluble cancel ing inks-soaked off covers but never subjected to
the harsher chemicals used to wash canceled stamps for reuse-must reside in our collec
tions, but have not been recognized as such. Arthur Bond stated that the distinctive purple
canceling ink used in Washington, D.C. in 1878, and the indi go canceling ink used in
1879-1880 repre sent experimental trials by the POD to develop an indelible ink that would
work with rubber handstamps. Heartened by the success of these trial s, the U.S. Postal
Guide for Jul y 1878 lifted the restriction against colored canceling ink for the first time: " .
. . colors other than black may be used, but the qualit y therefore must not be inferior to
that mentioned in the regulations. " Yet Bond also cited evidence in the POD library in
Washington, D.C. that a satisfactory formulation for indelible colored inks for rubb er
handstamps was not perfected until 1883, after which the POD issued many rubber stamps
for special service markings." In that same year, the POD prohibited the use of rubb er
handstamps by small town postmasters, presumably because it was not yet in a position to
regulate and prevent the use of fugitive canceling inks obtained from rogue sources.

A thorough scientific study of these canceling inks is beyond the scope of this arti
cle . However, my gue ss is that the new inks formulated to work with rubber handstamps

"Paul K. Berg, Chicago Blue Postal Markings (Newport Beach, Ca.: P.K. Berg, 1992), p. vii.
'Letter from E. Ward of the Surgeon General' s Office dated July 30, 1877, archival research
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were of a smoother consistency, with the coloring agent being a dye or lake dissolved into
the oil medium instead of the iron oxide pigment dispersed throu gh typical printer's inks.
In the 1882 U.S. Postal Guide, two compani es-To H. Woodward of Cincinnati and H.W.
Hubbard of New York-boasted that there was no aniline in their black canceling ink.
Clearly, aniline dyes had been a problematic component of earlier experimental inks. As a
collector of antique Oriental carpets, I am quite familiar with this first generation of syn
thetic dyes-noxiously bright in color relative to vegetal dyes , and notoriou sly fugiti ve.
Some of the first dyes developed to pigment inks were discovered in experiments to devel
op deliberately fugitive printing inks that would dissolve and alter the stamp color if an at
tempt was made to wash off the cancellation." Synthetic dyes come in a range of colors,
includin g aniline blues (developed in 1861) and black. Philatelists tend to associate aniline
dyes with unnaturally bright colors that fluoresce under black light and bleed through to
the back of the stamp. Since some canceling inks of the late nineteenth century did contain
aniline dyes, legitimate period strikes in these inks may have been unjustly condemned as
the work of fakers. Specialists familiar with the distinctive Washington, D.C. purple can
cels of 1878 will have noticed that unusually juicy strikes in this ink do sometimes bleed
through to the back of the stamp.

Through the mid-1880s, appropriations were sought so that a government-i ssue stan
dard black printer's ink could be furnished to all the fourth class post offices. By the time
this was finally accompli shed in the 1890s, the results were about what one would expect
from high-h and ed bureau cratic meddl in g: ver y di sappointing. The First Assi st ant
Postmaster General did not mince words:

The cance ling ink furnished by the Departmen t was genera lly reprobated by
postmasters as being gummy and unfit for use, making it difficult to keep stamps and
pads in proper order. An examination of the ink itself convinced me that it was of infe
rior quality, the coloring matter being so badly mixed with oil that they would separate
when allowed to stand. It could not be used without a thorough stirring, and when not
so handled by postmasters the oily portion was soon used off from the tops of the cans,
leaving the balance unfit for use."
It sounds as if this government-issue ink had the consistency and workability of old

fashioned peanut butter. Despite the drawbacks in working with this oil-based produ ct,
during the period of usage for the official stamps, 1873-1884, most postmasters did utilize
it in compliance with postal regulations. Years ago , an unpicked mixed lot of 10,000
National and Continental 3¢ green large Bank Notes yielded the follow ing percentages of
color cancellations: blue 8%, purple .04%, red .08% and pen 2%, with all the rest being
conventional black printer 's ink."

Canceling Inks Utilized in Washington, D.C.
For official stamps, any marcophily study must begin with the nation 's capital ,

Washington , D.C., for it was here that a majority of mail bearing official stamps was post
ed, emanating from the mail rooms of the great departmental headquarters. By the census
of 1880, the twenty largest cities in the country according to population were:

1. New York, New York 1,206,299
2. Philadelphia , Pennsylvania 847, 170
3. Brooklyn, New York 566,663
4. Chicago, Illinois 503,185

IOR.H. White, Color in Philately (New York: The Philatelic Found ation, 1979), p. 14.
" 1897 Report of the Postmaster General, cited by Stephen J. Shebetich, " Inks Used for

Cancellation and Postmarks at the Turn of the Century," The United States Specialist, November
1989, p. 60 I.

'2H.L. Wiley, U. S. 3¢ Green, 1870-1887, reprint ed. (Weston, Mass.: Triad Publicati ons,
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5. Boston, Massachusetts 362,839
6. St. Louis, Missouri 350,518
7. Baltimore, Maryland 332,313
8. Cincinnati, Ohio 255, 139
9. San Francisco, California 233,959

10. New Orleans, Louisiana 216,090
11. Washington, D.C. 177,624
12. Cleveland, Ohio 160,146
13. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 156,389
14. Buffalo, New York 155,134
15. Newark, New Jersey 136,508
16. Louisville, Kentucky 123,758
17. Jersey City, New Jersey 120,722
18. Detroit, Michigan 116,340
19. Milwaukee , Wisconsin 115,587
20. Providence, Rhode Island 104,857

Altho ugh Washington, D.C. was at the time only the eleventh largest city in the
country, it can be stated with some certainty that well over half the official mail originated
there. In a survey of the four omnibus collections of official stamps currently being exhib
ited, 270 of 463 covers, or 58%, originated in Washington, D. C, whereas New York, by
far the largest city, accounted for only 19 of 463, or 4%. If anything, this survey under
states the importance of Washington, D.C., since collectors actively seek out and prefer
covers from other towns.

When the official stamps were first introduced in 1873, Washington, D.C. like most
other first clas s post offices was using government-issue steel duplex cancelers, with the
obliterators being replaceable carved devices (cork or wood) held in the steel socket by a
set screw. Black printer's ink worked well with these type of cancelers. And yet, between
1873 and 1875, a red canceling ink was also used. I know of eight official covers from
Washington, D.C. with red cancellations and all of these are local delivery usages except
for a 3¢ Treasury to Baltimore which was missorted and received a red "Washington, D.C.
Local" postmark. Extrapolating from this admittedly small survey, I would argue that red
canceling ink was used there exclusively on local delivery mail, both official business and
regular mail. On off-cover used official stamps, for all departments the value most com
monly found with a Washington, D.C. red cancellation is the 2¢, the correc t postage for a
single weight "dro p letter," which was mailed and delivered within Washington, D.C.
without being transmitted to another post office. Yet many other values up to the 90¢ can
be found with red cancellations, so these probably originated on Washington, D.C. local
delivery heavy letters or parcels.

Since most of the surviving local rate covers with red cancellations also have carrier
backstamps struck in red, this correlation suggests that a special ink was reserved to indi
cate mail handled by the carrier department. When free carrier service by the Post Office
Department was inst ituted on July I, 1863, the nation' s capital was naturall y included
among the 49 cities where this service was provided. By 1874, 84 cities had carrier ser
vice, and by 1880, 101, with 48 carriers working out of the main Washington, D.C. post
office and the Georgetown Station." Prior to 1879, when the Post Office Department be
gan requiring receiving backstamps on all out-of-town mail, most cities with carrier ser
vice employed carrier backstamps which indicated the hour of the day and in some cases
even the number of the delivery, since the largest cities then had up to seven deliveries a
day in the business district and three in residential areas. The purpose of such markings

!Ju.s. Official Postal Guide, January 1880, p. 623.
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was presumably to indicate that the mail was being handled expeditiously under the new
free delivery system."

Now at this time, it was possible for a letter to be handled only by the carrier depart
ment and not pass through the post office, if it were picked up by the carrier from a collec
tion box and delivered further along his route, in much the same way RFD mail was later
picked up at a private mail box, cance led by an indelible penc il, and delivered on down the
line. But in Washingto n, D.C., with many carrier routes and a huge volume of official busi
ness mail, only the tiniest fraction of it (if any at all) could have been delivered in this way.
Certainly the neat red postmarks and backstamps encountered do not look like the handi
work of a carrier who has just fumbled through the letters posted in a lamppost box.

In the 1873-75 time period, most but by no means all Washington, D.C . local letters
were postmarked in red, and not all bear carrier backstamps. The carrier backstamps
would not have been useful in documenting speedy delivery, since the postmarks used
there prior to 1875 did not contain the hour of the day. Red carrier backstamps were used
on out-of-town incoming mail, and also on local letters that had been postma rked in black ,
so the appearance of red postmarks and carrier backstamps on the same cover is largely
coincidence . In trying to jus tify the use of red cance ling ink, Roger Curran speculated that
this might have been a tria l of an experimental ink which by being confined to
Washington, D.C. on local letters would not confuse other postmasters about the postal
regulation requiring the use of black printer's ink ." Clearly, the Post Office Department
did use the Washington, D.C. post office as a test site for experi menti ng with cancelers and
inks, yet I believe the use of red canceling ink also had a practical purpo se. I have not been
able to find any detai led contemporary accounts of how outgoi ng mail was collected, sort
ed, and postmarked at the main Washington, D.C. post office, or what postal markings
were routinely applied in the carrier department there . But sure ly there must have been a
mail slot in the lobby designated for local delivery letters and parcels. If all the mail de
posited there were postmarke d in red to distinguish it from out-of-town mail postmarked
in black, then at any point further along in the sorting proces s, the color of the postmark
would serve as a visual clue to prevent misroutings. Such a system must have been reason
ably effective, for before the color-coding of local mail was phased out in 1875, special
postmarks incorporating the word "Local" had been introduced.

In a large post office such as the main one in Washington, D.C ., it was clear ly quite
inefficient to have fresh cork obliterators being repeatedly carved for or by the pos tal
clerks . So early in 1878, a new type of canceling device was introduced there with a more
durable obliterator. Rollin C. Huggins, Jr. and Dr. Dennis Schmidt have done extensive re
search on these distinctive cance lers, which for most of the year were utilized with a spe
cial purple canceling ink. They were kind enough to make their census of covers available
to me, and I understand that it has also been provided to the Washing ton Philatelic Society,
which is in the process of preparing a book on the postal history of the District of
Colum bia based on a vast study collection assembled by the late George Turner." The first
model (Type I), consisti ng of a 28mm diameter postmark with all serif letters duplexed to
a quartered circle killer with a negative circle at the ju nction, was used from January 7 to
September 14 . The second model (Type 11), consisting of a 27mm diameter postmark with
the date plugs sans serif and a quartered circle killer, was used from September 20 to
December 5. See Figure I . After this date, the devices continued in use for a short time,

"Roger R. Rhoads, "Free Delivery Carrier Markings ," U. S. Cancellation Club News, Vol. 21,
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Figure 1. Washington. D.C. 1878 duplex cancelers struck in purple.

Figure 2. Washington. D.C. 1878 duplex cancelers struck in black and indigo.

but the purple cance ling ink was replaced by black and later by indigo. In Figure 2 we il
lustrate four examples of these rare late uses of the Type I model, the I¢ Executive being
struck in black, the I¢ Navy, 1O¢ Post Office, and 30¢ State struck in indigo.

There are two schools of thought on these cancelers. Rollin Huggins believes that the
durability of these devices indicates that they were cast from steel, while Roger Curran
follows Bond in arguing that the unusual purple canceli ng ink would have been formulated
and utilized only with experime ntal rubber handstamps. Curran also believes that the form
of the serif lettering in the postmarks is characteristic of rubber." It has also been noted
that the orientat ion of the crossroads cuts in the obliterator varies from one strike to anoth
er. Now, if a set of identical duplex devices were ordered for the clerks and either cast
from steel or molded from rubber, the orientation of these cuts would remain constant.
Therefore, I believe that these were actually steel duplex devices, not dissimilar from what
had been used previously, excep t that the removable obliterator plugs were molded in rub
ber, not carved from cork. Rubber postmarks do not seem practical for the heavy usage
they would receive at the main D.C. post office, but the radical introduction of purple can
ce ling ink cl earl y poin ts to rubber elsewhere in the device . Also , the fo rm of the
killer-basically solid excep t for the incisions-is not typical at all of steel devices, which
from the 1860s on had esse ntially been open designs-targets or barred circles , since ink
cannot be carried over a large non-absorbent surface (ef all the different techniques of
cross -hatching used to engrave the large numerals on the Post Office stamps). The hollow
circle at the center of the Type I device could indicate a recessed screw used to hold the
rubber plug in place, while its absence on the Type II device might show a return to the
more conventional lateral set screw.

"Currarioz» cit., p. 20.
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Postmarking at the main Washington, D.C. post office durin g the early months of
1879 was fairly chaotic . As mentioned above, the experimental 1878 devices were utilized
with black and then indigo canceling inks. Cooper patent cancels were given a brief trial
during February, utilizing the 1878 purple canceling ink.IS The obsolete steel and cork de
vices, with the sans serif postmark lacking a year date, were also revived. In May, a new
series of duplex devices was introduced, struck always with the same indigo canceling ink
first used in December 1878. The obliterator on these devices always consists of a large
horizontally barred ellipse. Variations include a narrow ellipse line drawn around the basic
figure, or a circle in the center with the numerals 1 or 2 or "L" for local delivery. The basic
types are shown in Figure 3. Again, Huggins believes these to be steel devices, while
Curran opts for rubber." Personally, I incline towards steel, and consider these cancelers to
be a first cousin to the Goldsborough patented ellipses . The use of a colored canceling ink

Figure 3. Washington, D.C. 1879-80 duplex cancelers struck in indigo.

is a bit puzzling if not mandated by rubber, but due to the relaxed regulations at this time,
not illegal. Some collectors have dismissed this indigo canceling ink as nothing more than
an accidental polluted mixture of blue and black inks, but this is definitely not the case. It
is a discrete but subtle color, and in the case of the official stamps, worthy of separate cata
logue listings, if for no other reason than it is as close as you can come to blue cancella 
tions on the Executive and State stamps. When a new series of steel duplex cancelers with
numeral-in-target killers was introduced in mid-1880, the Washin gton, D.C. post office
went back to using black canceling ink exclusively.

"Alfred E. Staubus, "Stamps for Use on Official Correspondence to Foreign Destinations un
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Duri ng the period 1873-1884, true blue canceling ink was never used at the main
Washi ngton, D.C. post office. The independ ent Georgetown post office, prior to becoming
Station A of the ma in PO in 1877, did occasionally use blue canceling ink, but little if any
official mail was pos ted there. I have never heard of an official cover postmarked there,
and the only off-cover sta mp 1 ow n has a re d CDS. Th e only official cover out of
Washington, D.C. I have ever seen with a blue cancellation was a fluke registered Treasury
cover, in which the blue ink pad for the registry numbers was accidentally used to cancel
the stamps. So me official mail was posted at a tiny pos t office in the basement of the
Capitol, but black canceling ink was used there exclusively. Th is post office was closed
whe n the new East Capitol Station (or Sta tio n B of the main PO ) was established in
September 1881. 20 The ca talogue listings for blue cancellations and blue town cancella
tions on Exec utive and State official stamps are extremely mislea ding . These entries must
refer to the lovely do uble circle rece ived markings which were sometimes used to favor
cance l presentation copies. They are also occasionally seen on Justice stamps , but rarely
on stamps from the more common departments, probably because these were suffic iently
ava ilable through norma l cha nnels (chiefly mailroom clerks at the great departme nta l
headquarters in Washington, D.C.) that stamp-gatherers did not need to write and petition
the departments directly. Th ese mark ings are aest hetically far superior to the ruled pen
lines or tiny "X's" which were also used to demonetize official stam ps before they were
handed over to private indi viduals, but they have no greater pos tal validity. Blue hand
stamped favor cance llations, as handsome as they are, do command a prem ium in the mar
ketplace, but the catalogue should at least ide ntify them for what they are. As it now
stands, we have fakers creating blue "cancellations" to the specification of the cata logue
on stam ps that shouldn't come that way, and pres umably a gu llible buyer or two has been
take n already, because the ca talogue lends credence to these spurious products.

Red Cancellations
The vas t majori ty of red cancellations fou nd on officia l stamps derive from the

Wash ing ton, D.C. mai n post office's use of red canceling ink on loca l mai l fro m 1873 to
1875 . The co rks used with this ink were never very imaginat ively carved-a circle of
wedges is about as "fancy" as they come-and many strikes are just shape less blobs. Also,
the ink employed was more dilute than the arresting red paint cancellations foun d on earli
er issues. Some strikes have remained qu ite vivid, while others have faded or oxidized to a
was hed-o ut claret shade. In theory, red cancellations could have occ urred on all values of
the Co ntinental printing except for the State dollar values , whic h were meant to be used on
overseas parcels. In actua lity, they are quite seldom found on values above the 6¢. Based
on what has bee n recorded to date, completion is possible for only two departments: Navy
and Treasury. Th e significant premiums the catalogue assigns for red cancellations reflects
both their rar ity and their intrinsic beauty.

Red canceling ink was also used in New York City during this period, most notably
on fore ign mail. Yet as plentiful as strikes of the large NYFM geo metric cancellations are
on th e Ban k Note regular issues, th ey are as to nis hing ly rare on off ic ia l sta mps .
Approximately thirty off-cover stamps are known (and one cover), but only a few of these
are struck in red . Mo re commonly found are stamps canceled in black at Washington, D.C.
bearing a parti al strike of an orange-red "New York Paid All" transit markin g. A 3¢ State
is recorded with a red socked-on-the-nose "San Francisco Paid All" tran sit mark . Red can
ce ling ink was also used sporadically in a number of sma ll towns, altho ug h so far,
Hartland , N. Y. is the only town which has been confirmed by an official cover.

2°Rollin C. Huggins, Jr., "Congress Postmarks", U.S. Cancellation Club News, Spring 1990, p.
19-27.
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Blue Cancellations
In the period of usage of the official stamps, 1873-1884, the principal alternative to

black printer 's ink was various shades of blue. Blue canceling inks were used with govern
ment-issue duplexed steel devices in large cities, and with rubber handstamp s in small
towns. These inks, dark enough to obliterate the stamps well, were equally effective with
metal, wood, cork , and rubber handstamps, and even the ribbon daters. The most impor
tant cities to use them exclusively for a period of years were Chicago and Cincinn ati ,
while in other towns they were used intermittently as a temp orary or experimental substi
tute for black printer 's ink. Blue ink was extensively used for the numbers on registered
mail, and sometimes for the accompanying postmarks. Just on the evidence from official
mail (covers, off-cover socked on the nose postmarks, and attributable oblitera tors), we
know that blue cance ling inks were used all across the country: in the east, at Providence,
R. I. , Rochester, N. Y., Concord, N. H., Frankfort and Covi ngton, Ky. and Pittsburgh, Pa.:
in the south, at Montgomery and Abbeville, AI., Savannah, Ga. and New Orleans, La.; in
the Midwest, at Evansville, In., Milo, Iowa, Wichita, Ka., Chicag o, Pariand, and Streator,
Ill., Kalamazoo, Mi., St. Joseph , Mo., Cincinnati, Cleveland, and Elyria, Ohio; and in the
far west, at Denver, Co. and numerous small fort and territ orial post offices. Of course, if
evidence from the large Bank Note regular issues were also considered, this list could be
greatly expanded.

By far the easiest sets of color cance llations to complete on the departmental s would
be blue on either Treasury (7¢ and 24¢ being the key values) or Post Office (lO¢ key val
ue), and they are sometimes offered by dealers preassembl ed. Completion is also possible
for Interior, Justice, and War, although certain humble stamps like the 30¢ Interior are sur
prisingly tough. The 90¢ Navy is not recorded with a blue cance llation, but all other values
have been found . I have not been able to pinpoint the town of origin for these from a prov
ing cover, but since these stamps were mostly used by paymasters at naval stations along
the Eastern sea board (Washingto n, D.C., Annapolis, Portsmouth, Boston, New York ,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Norfolk, League Island, Mound City, New London, New Orleans,
San Francisco) the possibil ities are limited." Archival research uncovering the original
requisitions could help us narrow down the possible towns of origin for the cancellations
we find on official stamps, especia lly for department s with a narrow distribution such as
Justice. Blue cancellations are very scarce on the high value Agriculture stamps, which
saw little usage outside of Washington, D.C. Genuine blue cancellations, as opposed to fa
vor handstamps, are not to be found on any stamps of the Exec utive and State stamps,
since blue canceling ink was never used in Washington , D.C., New York, or Long Branch,
N. J.

Ultramarine and Indigo
There are many shades of blue canceling ink, which vary in hue (greenish blue, vio

let blue), value (light blue, dark blue), and chroma (gray blue, bright blue ). There have
never been separate catalogue listings for these shades, with the exception of ultramarine.
Technically, ultramarine is a pigment derived from powdered lapis lazuli, but in philately
this term is commonly used to describe a deeper, more cobalt shade of blue. Ultramarine
cancellations on official stamps are quite rare, but no great premium attaches to them, due
to the difficulty in reaching a consensus on what specifically constitutes this shade. To a
trained eye , though, the indigo or blue-black cancellations of Washington, D.C., 1879
1880 are quite distinctive and easi ly recognized. Especially on the departmental stamps,
where usages out of Washington, D.C. predominate, this color of canceling ink, utilized

21Rae D. Ehrenberg, "Authorized Use of the U. S . Offi ci al S ta mps by the Var io us
Departments," 33rd American Philatelic Congress Book, p. 46.
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with a lim ited nu mber of devices, warrants spec ial cata log listi ngs. Rel at ive to the
Washington, D.C. purples of 1878, the indigo cancellations are a good deal scarcer and are
recorded on far fewer departmental values. There are two explanations for this: the old
style of metal handstamps, lacking year dates, were also revived during 1879, and the in
creasing popularity of the newly authorized penalty envelopes was causing a severe drop
off in the use of official stamps by the main departmental headquarters in Washington,
D.C.

(to be continued)
STUCK?
Have you been STUCK with faked, fraudulent ,

forged, or other wise counterfeit U.S. rela ted
philatelic material? Let us help you tur n a

disappointing situation into something positive, for
your self and the welfare of your hobby.

DONATE YOUR SPURIOUS PHILATELIC
MATERIAL TO THE

U. S. Phil a t e li c Cl a s s ic s Society
Stamp & C over R ep os i t o r y & An al y si s P ro g r am

(S.C.R.A.P.)
To arrange a potentially tax deductible donation, contact:

Michael J. Brown ao, Box 300
S.C.R.A.P. Admin istrator Lightfoot, VA 23090

U.S. Philatelic Classics Society Telephone: (757) 565-4414
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THE FOREIGN MAILS
RICHARD F. WINTER, Editor
THE CHICAGO EXCHANGE OFFICE AND PRE-U.P.U. MAIL TO CANADA
LEONARD PISZKIEWICZ

In the last issue of the Chronicle, I di scu ssed th e Chicago exchange office handling
of pre-U.P.U . tran satlantic mail and presented the known m arkings found on such mail ,
both outgoing and incoming.' The present article will di scuss what little is known about
mail directl y exchanged with Canada by the Chicago exchange office.

The first mention in offici al U .S. Post Office Departmen t documents of Chicago be
in g an exchange o ffice fo r C anadian mail seems to be in the 1866 Postal Laws &
Regulations, whe re Chicago was listed as excha ng ing with " Railway post office , Great
Western railroad. " At that tim e, the Great Western railroad ran west from Toronto through
London to Windsor, opposite Detroit. A reference to th e di rect ex change of mails bet ween
Canada and Chicago, however, appeared five ye ars earlier in th e Chicago Tribun e:'

CANADA EXCHANGE MAILS.
Throu gh mail s for the Briti sh Pro vin ces close da il y at 4 :45 P.M . (See

Supplementary Mails.)

SUPPLEMENTARY MAILS.
For eastern cities (except Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Baltim ore and Washington

City) and Canada, close daily (except Saturdays and Sundays) at 5:I5 P.M. Letters (and
letters only) for these mails must be deposited in the chief clerk 's room (up stairs) after
4:45 P.M.

A similar refere nce ca n be fo und in Appleton's United States Postal Guide of 1863
(p . 83), indicating dail y excha nge mail s (inc lud ing Supple menta ry M ail s) for Can ad a .
Mail s from Chicago were transported on the Michigan Central rail ro ad to Detroit, wh ere
they were excha nged at Windsor and placed on the Great Western railroad.' A sketch of
the route is shown in F igure I .

The Reports of the Po stmaster General of Canada she d little light on the m atter, oth
er th an in a negati ve sense. Th e 1860 report (for the fisc al year ending Sept. 30, 1860) stat
ed , "Mails are exchanged daily with th e United Stat es Post Office at all th e princip al
Frontier points; and closed mails are forwarded d aily between th e principal Cities of
Can ada and the Cities of New York and Boston. " Apparently, Chica go was not an ex
change office as of Sept. 30, 1860. This is co ns is tent with cover ev ide nc e (see bel ow). The

'Leonard Piszkiewicz, "The Chicago Exchange Office and Pre-U.P.U. Trans-Atlanti c Mail ,"
Chronicle 179:220-33.

"Postal Laws and Regulations of the United States of America 1866, Wierenga Reprint, p.36
of the Regulations of the Post Office Department.

'Chicago Tribune, November 4, 1861, p. 4; the same notice also appeared in the Novembe r 6,
1861 issue. Chicago Suppl ementary Mail markings are known on a few covers to Canada during the
period 1861-63.

"See Appleton's Railway Map of the United State s and Canada, published 1869 by D.
Appleton & Co. of New York, reprinted by the United States 1869 Pictorial Research Associates,
1977.

5A pertinent excerpt of the 1860 report appears in Winthrop S. Boggs, The Postage Stamps
and Postal History of Canada (Kalamazoo, Michigan: Chambers Publ ishing Company, 1945), p.
20-M.
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Figure 1. Sketch of 1860s railway links between Chicago, Detroit, and the Canadian Great
Western Railway.

Figure 2. Red CHICAGO ILL./PAID 15, black SACRAMENTO/CAL. APR 20 1862 with black
grids canceling 10<: 1861 and strip of five 1¢ 1861 on single rate cover to Euphemia,
Canada West. Backstamped G.W.R [EASlT JU 26 62 (black), NEWBURY U.C. JU 26 62
(red), and FLORENCE U.C. JU 271862 (black) . (Cover courtesy of James E. Lee)
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reports of the PMG of Can ada for the years 1861-65 do not contain any reference to spe
cific U.S . cities."

About a dozen recorded covers to Canada are readil y identifiabl e as being handled
by the Chicago ex change office (see Figure 2) . These cove rs bear the CHICAGO
ILL./PAID 15 marking illustrated in the previous article as marking No . 320. Ob ser ved
dates of use range from July 16, 1861 to May 25, 1863. These covers all originated on the
West Coast (California, Oregon and Briti sh Columbia) and were sent prepaid 15¢, the rate
in effect April 6, 1851 to Febru ary 17, 1864 for single weight Ch ounce) letters from the
West Coast to Canada. The several covers from Briti sh Columbia are prepaid appropriately
for transport to Californi a and also bear 15¢ in U.S. postage stamps postmarked at San
Fran cisco. All these covers traveled the overland route to the Midwest and were addressed
to Canada West. Thi s route was shorter (in both time and distance) than the sea route via
Panama or Nicaragua, but it was also less reliable than the sea route in the earl y 1860s.
This problem ha s been written about, including ori ginall y in the 1861 Report of the
Postmaster General.' From the lack of covers addressed to Canada East and the Maritime
provinces , one could easily conclude that all West Coast mail to the se destinations was
sent by the sea route and never got near Chicago. There are no covers known to Canada
from the Midwest through Chicago that show a corresponding marking reflecting the 10¢
rate from east of the Rocki es, i.e., a marking reading CHICAGO ILL. PAID 10.

Except as previously discussed , esse ntially all the United States markings on mail to
Canada read "United States" or "U.States," in conformity with the ag reement between the
U.S. and Canada that mail be marked with the name of the co untry of orig in.' None of
these markings have been attributed to Chicago by the American Stampless Cover Catalog
or Simpson's U.S. Postal Markings 1851-6/. There is one markin g, however, that appea rs
from cove r evide nce to have been used by the Chicago exc hange office in the same period
that the CHICAGO ILL./PAID 15 was used on West Coast ma il. Figure 3 shows a cover
with this marking and a tracing is shown in Figure 4. The trac ing has a complete rim while
all record ed exampl es show breaks in the rim of the markin g device . I have record ed the
marking used on 13 covers, seven or iginating in Ch icago , five in othe r Illinois town s
(Byron, Florid, Morrison, Ottawa, Polo) and one from Decorah, Iowa. Observed dates of
use range from September 12, 1861 to June 23, 1864. Before this time, mail from Chi cago
to Canada usuall y rece ived exchange office markings at Detroit, as shown in Figure 5,
postmarked JAN 29 (1861), or Buffalo, depending on the destination.

The reporting of the Figure 4 marking in the phil ateli c literature is varied and inter
estin g. The marking was first illustrated by Boggs more than 50 years ago , and he attribut
ed it to Port Huron, Michigan in 1853.9 From cover evidenc e it appears that the year was a
typographical error and 1863 wa s probab ly intended. Su san McDonald, writing in
Simpson 's U.S . Postal Markin gs 1851 -61 stated , " Pas t attributi on to Port Huron is
wrong .' :" McDonald assigned the markin g to Detroit during the period 1861-64 . In the
American Stamp less Cover Catalog, however, she was less confident, listing the marking
as "Detroit, Mich?" The introduction to the B.N.A. sec tion, which co ntains her listin gs,
stated, "Tentative identification is shown by a question mark," " Thus, the Detroit attribu
tion appears questionable at best.

'Reports for 1861-65 are available at the Library of Congress.
"Report of the Postmaster General 1861, Weirenga Repri nt, pp. 560 -61.
'A compendium of such mark ings can be found in Thom as J. Alexand er, Simpson 's U.S.

Postal Markings 1851-61 (Columbus, Ohio: U.S. Philatelic Classics Soc iety, 1979), pp. 316-19.
"Winthrop S. Boggs, Th e Post age Sta mps and Postal Hi st o ry of Canada, Volume I

(Kalamazoo , Michigan: Chambers Publishing Company, 1945), p. 50.
"Thomas J. Alexander, op. cit., p. 3 18.
"David G. Philips, Editor-in-Chief, American Stampless Cover Catalog, 4th Edition, Volume

II (North Miami, Florida: David G. Phillips Publishing Co., Inc., 1987), p. 283 .
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Figure 3. Red U.STATES/10/PAID, blue CHICAGO/Ills OCT 28 (1861) with grid canceling
10Cc 1861 on single rate cover to Montreal, C. E. Backstamped MONTREAL C.E. AM OC
3061.

Figure 5. Red U.STATES in arc and red PAID/10 of Detroit, blue CHICAGO/Ills/JAN 29
(1861) with grid canceling 10C 1857 on single rate mourning cover to Belleville, Canada
West. Backstamped WINDSOR C.w. JAN 301861 and BELLEVILLE U.C. JA 31 1861.
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Figure 4. Idealized tracing of marking used
by Chicago exchange office on paid mail
from Illinois and Iowa to Canada, 1861-64.
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Figure 6. Backstamp of the Great Western
Railway RPO often found on mail received
from the Chicago exchange office.

Today availabl e information seems to point to Chicago as th e origin of the
U.STATES 10 PAID marking (Figure 4). McDon ald noted that the post office of origin for
this marking "Exchanged with G.W.R. EAST." This is consistent with the 1866 PL&R in
dication that Chicago exchanged Canadian mails with "Railway post office, Great Western
railroad ," as noted above. Indeed, some covers bearing the U.STATES 10 PAID marking
also are backstamped with the G.W.R. EAST markin g shown as a tracing in Figure 6.12

These covers are addressed to various towns in Canada West. The Figure 3 cover, however,
addressed to Montreal, C. E. (Canada East), is only backstamped Mo ntrea l. The lack of a
G.W.R. EAST backstamp probably indicates that the cover traveled in a closed bag be
tween Chicago and Montreal. The Figure 6 backstamp was used on the line runnin g east
from Windsor, opposite Detroit. The branch from Sarnia used a similar backstamp with the
words SARNIA BRANCH in the marking. Further evidence in support of this interpreta
tion is the fact that the Figure 2 cover from the West Coa st also bears a G.W.R. EAST
backstamp.

In summary, several factors point to the U.STATES 10 PAID marking as having been
applied by the Chicago post office:

( I) The covers originated in Chicago and points west and south.
(2) The reference in the Chicago Tribune that Chicago was an exchange office for
mails to Canada by late186 1.
(3) The 1866 PL&R reference to the Great Western Railroad and the presence of
G.w.R. EAST backstamps on covers with the U.STATES 10 PAID and CHICAGO
ILL./PAID 15 markings.
(4) Contemporaneous usage with the CHICAGO ILL./PAID 15 markin g on West
Coast mail to Canada West.
Durin g the time these markings were used on outgoing mail to Canada (1861-64), no

covers from Canada to the United States have been observed with any marking indicating
handling by the Chicago exchange office. After 1864 and during the remainder of the pre
U.P.U. period , no other markings have been observed from the Chicago exchange office on
mail to or from Canada.

"This marking is very well known to Canadian postal historians and is illustrated in Boggs,
op. cit., Volum e I, p. 65 1 (from which the figure is taken), and Gillam, op. cit., p. 69.
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Figure 7. Blue CHICAGO/III. SEP 271862 with target canceling 1C Star Die stamped enve
lope and black 1 CT due marking of Toronto, Canada West. on circular rate cover to Port
Hope. Canada West. Backstamped PORT HOPE C.w. SP 30 62.

With regard to mails exc hanged between Chicago and Canada, one additiona l cover
is instructive in how printed circ ular mail was handled by the Chicago exchange office in
the 1860s. Figure 7 illustrates a seldom seen printed circ ular usage originating in Chicago
SEP 27 1862. By agreement between the United States and Canada, printed circulars were
to be paid to the border and then rated due by the receiving country.13 Thi s cove r was most
likely sent in a closed bag from the Chicago exchange office to Toronto, rated due " I CT" at
that point, and then forwarded to Port Hope, Can ada West, on the north shore of Lake
Ont ario (backstamped, PORT HOP E, C.w. , SP 30 1862). The black " I CT" marking is a
good match for a marking recorded by Boggs as type H 109c (Late), used by Toronto in the
early 1860s.14 Since the Chicago Post Office made up mails daily for Can ada and the cover
went as far as Toronto before being rated for collection from the addressee, closed bag
handling between the two cities can be inferred. Also, since the postal agreement betwee n
the U.S. and Canada did not requ ire rating circular mail as paid or unpaid to destin ation , as
it did with letter mail , the abse nce of a separate exchange office marking by the despatch
ing office is to be expected .

Thanks to Richard Graham, James E. Lee and Richard Winter for ass istance in com-
piling data for this article . 0

I3 Don L. Evans, The United States 1¢ Frank/in 1861-1867 (Sidney, Ohio: Linn 's Stamp News,
1997), pp. 222- 23.

" Boggs, op. cit., Volume I, p. 38.
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THE COVER CORNER
RAYMOND w. CARLIN, Editor
ADDITIONAL ANSWER TO PROBLEM COVER IN ISSUE 177
A problem cover in Chronicle 177, Figure 1, also attracted the attention of Frank

Newton of the Western Cover Society, who writes that he has some half-dozen Hale cov
ers. These came from a find of a trunk of Hale materia l, including covers , journals, re
cei pts, ledgers, pictures, etc., whic h was subsequently purc hased by the prestigious
Huntington Library for over $50,000! He spends a day per week there and eventually
hopes to find other Hale covers which will provide an answer to the origination and postal
rates on the problem cover.

Figure 1. Cover to San Francisco endorsed "Via Chagres & Panama"
ANSWER TO PROBLEM COVER IN ISSUE 178
Figures 2 and 3 show the obverse and reverse of a 1870 cover to St. Petersburg,

Russia, with a missing stamp. A number of questions were posed regarding the correc t
rate, the missing stamp, the postal markings, and the Ru ssian dates and forwarding
manuscript. Our Editor-in-Chief, Charlie Peterson, came through with a comprehensive re
sponse as follows:

The letter cleared the NY exchange office on 24 September [1873], and arrived
in St. Petersburg where it received the backstamp of the main post office dated 27
September 1873 at 7:00 o'clock. Since Russia was using the Gregorian calendar, with a
12-day differential during the 19th century, that would mean a New Style/Julian calen
dar date of 9 October. The cancel on the front is obscured , but seems to show that on
the same date it was sen t out for de livery by the St. Pete rsburg "VN EKS P"
("Vnutrenniya Ekspeditsiya," i.e., the dispatching office of the St. Petersburg PO re
sponsible for incoming mail). There is no street address; although I can 't decip her the
handwritten Russian text on the backflap, I suspect that it might be the address of
record for Dr. Linn at the foreigners' registration office . The same office was responsi
ble for the second backstamp, this time with a date of 30 November 1873. I don't know
what happened to the cover in the meantime, and have no idea where the letter went af
ter 30 November. There are no markings suggesting it was returned, or sent to a newly
discovered forward ing address, so it is possible that the good doctor eventually showed
up at the post office to claim his mail (other possibilities include return in a separate en
velope, or consignment to wherever Russian dead letters go).
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Figure 2. Obverse of 1873 cover to St. Petersburg, Russia, with stamp missing

Figure 3. Reverse of St. Petersburg cover showing forwarding
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Other markings: the diagonal manuscript on the front reads "nicht gefunden"
(German for "not found"), the red "Wfr I 'f," is a German language transit marking ab
breviation for "Weiter franco I 'f," (meaning "Paid beyond I 'h groschen"); the blue
crayon on the front is presumably the St. Petersburg "VN EKSP" negating of the ad
dress as well as the 27 September CDS where the stamp was removed. The dark blob
on the lower right of the reverse is illegible but closely resem bles the 1860s period
"Paid" marking found on foreign mail - in which case the center line would read in
Cyrill ic capital letters "NAPLACHENO" (i.e., PAID). I suspect that it might have been
used to acknowledge that the letter had been fully franked, but had lost a stamp in its
travels. The weak marking on the front lower left could have been transferred when the
back marking was struck.

The most confusing marking turned out to be the simplest. When the manuscript
"2 HHW ..." on the reverse is rotated 180 degrees, it becomes the Cyri llic translitera
tion of "C.N. LINN". For the Russian postman to find Dr. Linn , he had to know how to
pronounce his name!

Now it remains for someone to identify the postage rate and the value of the
stamp removed.
ANSWER TO PROBLEM COVER IN ISSUE 179
The 2 cts. "PAID" cover in Figure 4 , complete with an enclosed circular, posted in

Boston in 1851, brought a response from Greg Sutherland who originally submitted the
cover! He writes:

According to The U.S. aile Ce1l1 Stamp 1851-1857 by Stanley Ashbrook, the
nine sub post offices in Boston in 1851 were authorized to receive mail and letters post
ed there required prepayment of one cent, besides the regular U.S. postage. These sta
tions were referred to as "Penny Post-Receiving Stat ions."
Therefore, the one cent Post-Receiving Station fee plus the one cent circular rate for

not over 500 miles added to the paid 2 cts. Boston CDS . Does anyone have a different ex
planation?

Figure 4. 1851 circular rate cover marked 2 cts. "PAID"
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Figure 5. February 1868 cover to Panama paid 10¢
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Figure 6. April 1868 cover to Panama paid 3¢
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PROBLEM COVERS FOR ISSUE 180
Allen Schefer submits the covers in Figures 5 and 6 from Cincinnati, Ohio to "Fleet

Paymaster Thomas H. Looker / U.S.Flag Ship Powhatten / Care of U.S. Consul /Panama /
S.A." There are no marking s on the backs of these covers, but letters therein indicate that
both were dated in 1868. The February cover was paid 1O¢, the correct rate to Panama, but
the Apri l cover was paid only 3¢, the domestic rate.

Why was the second letter appare ntly accepte d as fully paid by both the Cincinnati
and the New York post offices with no indication of any postage due ?

The cover in Figure 7 was submitted by Howard Ness. It appears to be a straightfor
ward usage from "VANCOUVER / JUN / 18/ W.'T," to Sacramento, Cal. where its receipt
was docketed on "June 21 /65." Postage was paid as indicated by the manuscript "Chg
box 61/ W.W.K." The questions are why no amount of postage was marked , and where the
"Chg box 61" was app lied - at Vancouver or at Sacram ento?

Figures 8 and 9 show the ob verse and reverse of a 1874 cover to Paris from
"POUGHKEEPSIE / APR / 20 / 6 PM / N.Y." Postage of 1O¢ was paid by stamps, which
was sufficient for the cover to receive a "NEW YORK / APR / 2 1 / PAID TO ENGLAND"
CDS in red. A " 15" in black indicates 15 decimes due in France and is overst ruck on a
weak "GB II 40C " accountancy marki ng, also in black. Rou ting is shown by a black
"ANGL. / 4 / MAl / 74 / AMB. CAL." (on face), and by a red "LONDON / ? 4 / 74" CDS
and a black "? ? PARIS / 5 / MAl /74/ RESTANTE I" (on back). Additionall y, there are
two handstamps "SHORT PAID" in black on the back, and a red crayon "2" crossed out
by a blue crayon plus a blue crayon "3" on the front.

Figure 7. Vancouver, W.T. cover to Sacramento in 1865
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Figure 8. Face of 1874 cover to France with "PAID TO ENGLAND" CDS
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Figure 9. Back of cover to France showing "SHORT PAID" handstamp
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Please explain:
- Why the 10¢ prepaid postage did not carry the cover to France by direct rate or by

the "phantom" rate via England.
- The significance of the blue and red crayon markings.
- The meaning of the "SHORT PAID" handstamp s and where applied.Please send

your answers to the problem covers for this issue, and any further discussion of previous
answers to other problem covers, within two weeks of receiving your Chronicle. The "go
to press" deadline for the February Cover Comer is January 10, 1999. I can receive mail at
9068 Fontainebleau Terrace, Cincinn ati, Ohio , 45231-4808, as well as by Fax at (5 13)
965-4474 (Note this is a new FAX number).

We need some new examples of problem covers for The Cover Comer. We have suc
cessfully experimented with using cop ies of covers produced by high resolution copiers,
either in black and white or in color, instead of requ iring black and white photographs.
This should make it easie r to submit covers. Please send two copies of each cove r, includ
ing the reverse if it has significant markings. It is also import ant to identify the color of
markings on covers submitted in black and white. Thanks. 0
FROM THE EDITOR

POSTSCRIPT TO VOLUME 50
1998 has been a growth year for the Chronicle. The 96-page February issue (Whole

No. 177) is the largest single number published, and the 320-page total [not counting the
4-page annual index] makes Volume 50 the largest annual volume ever. The issue you' re
now reading is the first "regular" issue to weigh in at 80 pages, in contrast to the 72 pages
which has been the norm for some 30 years .

There are two major reasons for this increase : ( I) The USPCS Board considers the
Society's publications as a primary benefit of membership, and has therefore formally au
thorized and instructed the Editor-in-Chief to increase Chronicle size to 80 pages to the
extent that available material permits; in any case, minimum size will be 72 pages; (2) au
thors and Section Editors/Assistant Editors have responded with a sufficient supply of new
articles to at least initially meet the demand for 11.1% more copy. [Anyone who suggests
the increase was the initiative of the Editor-in-Chief obviously hasn 't discussed the matter
with either the E-I-C or the E-I-C' s wife!]

Part of that new supply comes from Leonard Hartmann , whose concentrated focus
on Confederate adhesives and their plating commences in this issue. As I did in the past
when the Chronicle featured a long- term subject that didn 't fit within the walls of the es
tablished Sections, I'm giving Hartmann's articles an "unofficial" section heading. (Our
earlier "unofficial" section author, Bill Mooz, will be back next issue with an article on
special printings of Post Office Seals.)

Still , the increased journal size provides plenty of space for new authors and new
subjects/new looks at old subjects. My experience with the Chronicle has shown that
we've had outstanding contributions from members who were initially reluctant to write
anything for publication. If you might fall into that category, I encourage you to contact
me or the appropriate Section Editor with your thou ghts on wh at you' d like to see in
print .. . and with your help, we' ll undoubtedly end up with one or more articles on the
subject. 0
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YOUR AD HERE FOR SOC A LINE
Send payment to : Richard M. Wrona, P.O. Box
7631, McLean, VA 22106-7631. Next Dead lin e:
Janu ary 5, 1999.
CLASS
WANTED: Carriage, w agon, harness, livery
stable, blacksmith, all horse goods - adve rtis
ing covers, trade cards, post cards, letter
heads, catalogs, nameplates, medals, tokens,
etc. All types of paper, cellu loid or m etal ad
ve r t i si n g i tems. Myron Huffman , 12409
Wayne Trace, Hoagland, IN 46745, 219-639 
3290 . (183)

WANTED: Common stampless covers in large
quantiti es. U.S. only. Write with descr ipt ion.
Don Nicoson , P.O. Bo x 2495, Phoeni x AZ
85002 . (180)

WANTED-AUCTION CATALOGS: Harmer
Rooke , N.Y., 1940-49; H.R. Harmer, N.Y., 1941
49; Robert A . Siegel 1931 -48; Daniel F.
Kelleher, 1937-60; H.R. Harmer, London, 1925
69; Robson Lowe, London, 1936-76. Also any
Colonel Green sales, 1942-46, any of
Sylvester Colby's literature sales, and all sales
of Fred Kessler. Dan Barber, P.O. Box 23055,
Lansing , Ml 48909 . (184)

ESSAY-PROOF COLLECTORS ONLINE. The
oniv website dedicated to the interests of col
lectors of Essays and Proofs of U.S. Postage
and Revenue stamps . Please v isit us at:
httpllwww.essayproof.net. (181)

ALASKA, HAWAII and Yukon postal history
wanted to the present. Also buy 19th centu ry
Hawaiian town cancels off cover, and fancy
cancels on U.S. Officials. APS Life Member.
Steve Sims , 1769 Wickersham Drive ,
Anchorage AK 99507. (183)
320
THE
FANCY CANCEL

SPECIALIST

Send $2.00 (stamps OK)
for color photo lists
of fancy cancels and

choice stamps 1851-1890.
Tell me your interests.

STEVEN HINES
P.O. Box 422

MONEE IL 60449
(708) 534-1023
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For the postal historian...

THE FULL LIBRARY OF THERON WEIRENGA
TITLES Is Now AVAILABLE FROM US.

Unavailable for a number of years, th eimpor
tant titles contain original data on American postal
history. Here is your unique opportunity to acquire
these vital reference titles. We own the entire re
maining stock of them.

• American State Papers. Post Office Depart
ment: 1799-1833. Small atlas-sized volume; includes
various listings of P.O.' s from 1799 to 1830. Has
wide variety of reports & documents on the USPOD;
wea lth of early postal history. $85.00.

• Postal Laws & Regulations of the U.S.A., 1832
and 1843. These are two important handbooks from
the stampless period, bound into one volume. Very
difficult to obtain. $40.00.

• The U.S. Postal Guide and Official Advertiser,
1850 to 1852. Complete run in 2 vols; rare monthly
period ical, fcv origina l copies exist outside Library
o I'Congress. Along with po tal information there are
Executiv Dept. notices, Appointments by the Pre i
dent, Consuls Recognized by the State Dept. , Reports
of Secre tary of War, Navy, Postmaster Genera l, new
postmasters & locations. Rare source for postal his
tory student genealogist and historian. Onl y 37 sets
left . 100.00.

• Pratt's Post Office Directory: 1850. Very ac
curate list of P.O.'s during the 1847 era; also contains
foreign postage tables for the new British Postal Con
vention of 1849. $35 .00.

• Postal Laws & Regulations of the U.S.A.: 1852.
New handbook issued after the rate changes of 1851.
Also contains newspaper clipping tile about postal
laws and foreign mail rates. $45.00.

Shipping & handling: $3
first book, $1 for each

additional book. VISA and
MasterCard accepted.

Get our newest philatelic literature
catalog #26! Only $5 refundable

with purchase. Call, write, fax or e
mail us today! Attn: Dept CL.

• Colton's Post Office Directory.: 1856. Unique
volume contams 25,000+ post offices with postmas
ters' names, showing revenue of each office. This is
important source data to assist in judging the relative
scarcity oftownmarks from various states. $45.00.

• List of Post Offices, Postal Laws & Regulations
of U,S.A.: 1857. Wonderful handbook; contains list
of P.O.'s and P.L.&R .'s. Thi s volume was first pro
duced after the French Postal Convention of 1857 &
has up-to-date foreign postage tables including French
mail rates. $40.00.

• List of P.O.'s in the U.S.A.: 1862. List of post
offices specifies those under Confederate control. Also
several important P.O.D.-issued pamphl ets of 1861,
1863, 1864 & 1865. $55.00.

• Postal Laws & Regulations of the U.S.A.: 1866.
First P.L.&R. after the Civil War and first since 1859.
Much excellent information with updated foreign mail
rates. $55.00.

• U.S. Incoming Steamship Mail by Th eron
Weirenga, 1983. 242 pgs. Hardbound . Important di
rectory of dates and times of all incoming foreign
steamship mail in the 19th century. Vital postal his
tory source. Illustrated. $45.00.

• The Gold Rush Mail Agents To California,
1849-52 by Theron Weirenga. Detailing the vital com
munications to/from the California mining boomtown s.
Illustrated. 288 pgs. $40.

E-Mail: philately2@earthlink.net
Website: www.jameslee.com
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